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Editorial 

I don't know what I'm the Editor of. The 'Shirburnian' and I suffer from an acute identity crisis. 
It is far too easy to criticise the magazine without understanding its problems. The 'Shfrburnian' tries 
to fulftJ three roles which cannot be rolled into one. With contlicting aims, the magazine can only 
ever be moderately successful in any one capacity. 

The 'Shirburnian' is certainly a record of ' the best days of our lives'. ft's for all us sentimentalists 
who will re-read it when we're forty-five and wonder, 'Was it really as good as that?' That question 
might ring hollow. We do tend to paint a rather Qat~ering picture of ourselves. This magazine is also a 
prospectus -a device to entice uncertain parents. Just a cursory glance shows how much is going on! 
TI1en there are the odd few who believe the 'Shirburnian' is a living magazine. But contemporary 
comment, it seems, is considered incidental to the life of the school and unsuitable reading matter for 
parents. 

Can personal opinions really be insignificant? They distinguish the person from the people. Su rely 
the best way either to judge or remember a school is by the individual involved? Whether you sympathise 
or despair is irrelevant; from their views you learn about the people, from the people you learn about 
the school. Anyway, how can we encourage writers when they feel obliged to write some sycophantic, 
'text-book' style review - which says nothing? 

On the other hand, a subjective report can be so prejudiced that it says nothing about the event. 
Personal opinions can be ignorant and offensive - to read them as a reflection on the author and not 
the subject takes great perception and detachment, which is rare since most readers are involved with 
the school. And what about the views themselves - are they worthless? 

Perhaps: who, as a member of the school, can criticise school productions? Few are qualified to 
judge productions on artistic grounds alone and no one can be objective since both readers and writers 
are members of the same community . As there is a personal connection, we are obliged to consider 
the actor's joy , the producer's effort, the chairman's trials and so on . We don't watch school plays for 
their dramatic content so how can we judge them by it? But how else can we judge them? 

In these plays, we laugh at the people not the actors. In concerts, we listen to the soloist not the 
music. Similarly, we read the 'Shirburnian' because it is written by and about our community. Views 
expressed are almost only ever interesting when we know the individual. But, in fact, they never are 
the individual's. I-le is too involved in the community to be objective or sincere. He is restricted by 
duty and consideration. 

There is no solution . The 'Shirburnian' does its best to compromise. It's all rather academic anyway. 
Few Shirburnians have opinions to offer (to us) and the rare, less conventional compositions are 
usually diatribes against the school - pages torn straight out of the opposition's manifesto. 

fn the light of such difficulties, though, there is still hope! We will improve the presentation. Each 
issue will be thematic. Then we can demand specific articles and pictures, instead of issuing some 
vague and unproductive plea . Upsetting the balance, however , is dangerous. If one aspect improves, 
another will probably suffer. We would face a storm of conservative criticism (and who ever en
courages?) and we would risk revealing a less attractive side of the school. The magazine, though, 
must progress. TI1e only way to learn is to try. 
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Diary 

With hot weather in January and snow in March, you could say this was an odd tenn. You could -
but in reality it was fairly nonnal (no surprise there). The San. had a regular flow of customers, and 
thanks are due to Sister Sease and to her team for all their help, long-suffering and constant smiles! 
(not to mention that the standard of food is invariably rather higher). They had their share of Drama 
following the CCF Night Ops. - often referred to as 'the day After'. On the subject (conveniently) of 
Drama, this term saw another dramatic increase in the number of plays of all natures - house plays 
from School, Westcott and Lyon, and a production from the dubiously entitled 'Thespians Society'. 
Various groups came from 'outside' to perform in the new Powell Theatre, largely due to the enthusiasm 
and energy of PMI rw, whose own 'La Lec;:on', also in the new venue, was pa rticularly good. More on 
those individually later on in the magazine. 

Sportswise, the results (firsts aside) were average, but doubtless the standard of play was very 
high. Musically, the term was also ve1y busy, with a large number of concerts; !louse, School and 
others. Of particular note was the Mussoc performance of Puccini and Bruckner, where PJS' efforts 
prod uced another evening of high quality such as we naturally expect from that Society. Religion 
seems to receive li ttle mention in this magazine which is unfortunate. The Lent Talks by Bishop 
John Cavell were very instructive, and tltis term saw the confirmation of a large number of boys 
(RP P's workaholism much in evidence here). The senior Chapel services were livened up by what can 
only be described as a number of ·perfom1ances' by the various houses: Abbeylands' enactment of 
the Prodigal Son story to music merited an encore to the Junior School, who were doubtless thrilled 
by the sight of Lower 6th boys in skirts. Half a term of Wednesday morning talks provided some 
amusement. and there should be no need to explain Dick Jory·s topical joke on the use of 'visual 
AIDS'. However. we returned in the second half of tenn to the Abbey, where the material is of a 
rather more serious nature. 

Another activity receiving little mention in this column is the CCF. 1 o pranks to report - well. 
I think we sl10uld overlook the various chalkings which appeared over the night of February 13th/ 14th. 
If there were others, my apologies to the witty pranksters. but we never heard about them (let alone 
saw them). We were. however. very sorry to hear that Dr. Gardner came off worse in a tussle with 
a hockey net. 

The Headmaster is by now, we hope. safely returned from his sabbatical, and we look forward to 
hearing aJI about it. In his absence. Mr. Kelley ruled in relative peace. We gave a dubious welcome to a 
touring South African side. who arrived before the shooting of 17 blacks (but no politics in 'The 
Shirburnian '). 

We pass on congratulations to the newly-married Ellis couple . but have no bouncing arrivals to 
report . (Nonetheless, we gather the Upper Sixrh dance was a success.) 

The term saw the screening of ·secret State', the television drama written by an O.S. and filmed 
partially at the school. This me t with n mixed reception . but it did give us a chance to see the Fifth 
form heading for lunch i11 the TAC (no comment). 

The Len t Term. unsurprisingly, contained Lent, and with it the launch of the Lenten project -
each house aiming to raise 1:400 in aid of St. Bartholomew's Hospital. One sponsored event deserving 
specia l mention was the successful attempt on the world record for marathon Fives playing, formerly 
30 hours. Julian McDonnell and 1 ick Parfitt 's splendid effort raised a sum approaching 1:1000. How 
do you follow that? 

The Sherbome Diarist 
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Canon Harold Blair 

Canon llarold Arthur Blair, a former Chancellor of Truro Cathedral, died on January 15 at his 
home in Sherborne, Dorse1. Dean Henry Lloyd writes: 

·Harold Blair was one of the kindest men one could hope to meet. He possessed a gentle personality 
and a brilliant mind. He was an admirable theologian, being both a learned and an original thinker. 

'Descendant of an ancient Scottish line, he had a diffident yet patrician bearing, a great sense of 
merrin•ent and a gift for making friends with young people. Born of missionary parents in lndia, as 
a lonely little boy scarcely seven years old he was sent home to be educated. Having endu red the 
austerities of an Edwardian prep school, he enjoyed Lancing and won an exhibition to St. Edmund 
llall , Oxford. Faced with the decision to pursue an academic career or an active life overseas, he chose 
adventure, for he held a romantic view of life. 

'As a district commissioner.in the Northern Territories of the Gold Coast he became an authority 
on West Africa n tribal life , producing grammars and dictionaries for two native languages. His people 
responded to their unusual DC with th e winning smile and passion for fair play, and marvelled hugely 
as this peaceful Christian ofl1cer fearlessly tracked down any ferocious beast threatening their villages 
or played polo with such bravado. l11e health hazards of the area resulted in his being invalided home 
in 1939. 

·1 1is original desire to be ordained now returned, and for rwenty years he served happily as a parish 
priest in the diocese of Salisbury, contributing many articles to learned journals and working on the 
five books which stand to his credi1. During this time he formed a close friendship with C. S. Lewis, 
with whom he shared many viewpoints. He also made a special study of Teilhard de Chardin and took 
pan in a number of Biblical and Patristic Congresses. 

·in 1939 he became a canon of Truro Cathedral and, as Chancellor, was director of ordinands 
and post-ordination studies; he also organised many memorable clergy schools. His special contribution 
was the re-founding of the Chancellor's School. a pioneer step in the provision of area training for the 
non-stipendiary ministry. 

·111 1975 he retired to Sherbome, where he had begun his ministry as a curate. His fortuitious work 
for the school and for the Wessex Research Group which he and his son Nigel founded occupied his 
final years. 

'I larold Blair was a great. and good son of the Church of England. He always set himself high 
standards. and was given the grace to combine the dignity and the humility of the priesthood.' 

Reprinted from the Church Times, Febru.ary, 1985 
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Lent Talks 

This year's Lent Talks were given by the Right Reverend John CaveU, former Bishop of Southamp
ton, and currently the bishop to prisons and borstals. 

The first talk. at school eucharist in the Abbey, was on the subject of the Cross. The bishop 
pointed out that the men responsible were not evil people, just ordinary people like you and me. He 
asked where would we have stood? Would we have had the courage to turn against the mob? The 
religious leaders of the time were not Godless or depraved men; consider where today's clergy would 
stand if their religion came under attack. 

The bishop told us that in the events of Jesus' passion more than Christ died on the cross. Loyalty 
died when Jesus' own supporters betrayed him or ned . Decency died with the soldiers' love of cruelty 
for its own sake, and the shame, degradation and mockery that Jesus had to undergo. Justice died 
when Roman justice (probably the highest form of law in the world at that time) was compromised, 
the buck was passed, false evidence and riot were admitted to the cou rt, and mob violence forced an 
incorrect verdict. Religion died when men of religion were so hidebound and prejudiced that they 
would kill to preserve their theocracy. Truth died wit11 the hypocrisy, lies, blind passion and hatred 
at Jesus' trial. Finally fairness died when the mob howled for. and received Barra bas. 

If we were in the positions of those men we would do no better; our sinful and evil nature is thus 
revealed in the cross. Also God's nature is revealed. in the face of sin his love continues, and in the 
face of agony his forgiveness continues. The cross shows us the lengths to which God is prepared to 
go to show his love. God and man are both revealed in the cross and thus it demands a decision. 
for either human nature or humility. indifference or commitment. 

TI1e second of the bishop's talks was on humility. Following the reading of the passage where Jesus 
washes the disciples' feet, he told us that this story is against humaruty's obsession with precedence. 
Jesus knew that his death was rapidly approaching him. and when he found his disciples bickering 
about who should have the most important place at the table, it revealed their insensitivity. Man is 
frequently motivated by greed fo r social standing. and it is easy to criticise the disciples, bul what 
would we have done? Are we insensitive to others and let our self-interest. ideas, passions. wish for 
pre-eminence. and selfishness gel in the way of us actuaUy helping them? 

Jesus rose from the 1able and began to wash the disciples· feet, this was the work of a menial 
household slave. the lowesl of the low. Thus he showed us that true precedence comes with humility, 
for what could be more humbling 1han 1he Lord of all washing his followers' feet? The truly great 
are those who are humble, those who are willing to serve. and those who care. This is not the world's 
attitude. but Jesus turns the world's values upside down, for the world derides what God exalts, 
considers weak that which God knows to be strong, and calls foolish that which is wise in God's 
eyes. 

At the end of this talk the bishop charged us to take evil seriously. as it is real and powerful; 
equally temp1a1ion is real and powerful. and we must keep an active guard against it. The biblical 
image of a serpent is particu larly apposite as it is swift, strong and deadly. 

!n his final Lent Talk the bishop spoke on the title; 'The bread and the cup'. In the part of the 
gospels dealing with the last supper there is a heavy emphasis on symbolism. The last supper was 
the final stage of a series of fellowship meals that Jesus had with his disciples. Fellowship meals 
were a common Jewish practice. where a family or a group of friends would gather for a meal with a 
special religious significance. such as the passover. The leader would say a special formula or blessing 
over the meal, for example the passover formula: ·the bread of affliction that our fathers ate in 
Egypt'. 

Jesus used the constituents of the meal in a formula using sacrificial terminology to explain God·s 
new covenant. The sacrificial terms would have been familiar to all Jews. the wine represents blood 
because the Jews thought of blood as representing life, the blood would be shed to offer it to God as 
Life. 
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The original covenant formula was that the Jews would be protected by God as Jong as they 
obeyed the rules he established. Unfortunately human nature made the rules too impossibly petty to 
be obeyed. But the new covenant, inaugurated by Jesus, is not based upon laws, but upon love. The 
complete forgiveness of the cross is symbolised in the bread and the cup. Thus to see the bread and 
cup in communion is to see the power of God, because his divine love is so ineffably deep that he 
was prepared to die for us. 

To finish the bishop told us that, as the cross is the ultimate symbol of love, then it will surely 
move us to request grace so that we can say, ' I have been crucified with Chris!. and now Christ lives 
in me, and my life is in the fai th of the son of God who died for me.' 

As the bread and wine are food for our bodies, then may Christ's death be food for our souls. 
This set of Lent Talks was probably the best for some time; they were clear and simple, enjoyably 

put by a friendly man who actually managed to meet many of us during his short stay in Sherborne. 
Thank you, Bishop Cavell. 

I. Jamison 

Lectures 

To open this term's lectures, Richard Snailham gave an exciting account of his close escape from 
death when Sangay Volcano erupted in 1976. Mr. Snailham was a member of a six-man team which 
endeavoured to climb the South American volcano: the team, wliich was acting as a reconnaissance 
party for a scientific expedition, was not far from the summit when the Ecuadorian mountain erupted 
killing two team members and seriously injuring three more. Everyone much enjoyed Mr. Snailham's 
illustrated and somewhat amusing talk about hls adventures. 

In contrast, the second lecture was of a less adventurous nature. Robert Morkot delivered a more 
educational paper entitled 'Excavations in Egypt'. Morkot, himself an archaeologist, described the 
major excavations that have taken place in Egypt this century, including the discovery of Tutan
khamen's tomb. 

' Iceland Breakthrough' was the tit le of the highlight of the term's lecture programme. First we 
were shown a video of the Breakthrough expedition in which a group of explorers used microlights 
and kayaks to navigate the Icelandic Jokulsa river from its source under a massive glacier to its mouth 
on the Icelandic coast. The tea m was the first ever to navigate the entire length of this particularly 
rough and dangerous river. The fil m which we saw was narrated by JTN's Martyn Lewis and can be 
seen on your television sc reens this autumn on Channel 4 . After the film, team member and in ter· 
national kayakist Mick Cogne spoke briefly about his Icelandic adventure. 

The final lecture of the term was simply titled 'Dinosaurs'. Joyce Pope of the atural History 
Museum gave a detailed insight into the many different species of dinosaur which used to exist. 

It was nice to see such a good tum out at all four lecwres. The credit for this must go to Mr. 
Venables; since he took over the running or Open Lectures. not only has the turnout risen dramatically. 
but also the standard of the lectures has too. 

Thanks must also go to the technical team led by Andrew Thomson who ensured that projection, 
sound, lighting and '1880' was always of the highest standard. 

We look forward to another term of Open Lectures next autumn. 

. J . Ware 
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The Pythagoreans 

lt seems to me that sending a personalized invitation to individuals for the Society's talk worked 
wonders for boosung numbers this term. Whatever reasons or consciences that prevailed in the minds 
of such people to come to the Society still bemuse me in a strange kind of way. evertheless, the 
disciples that Jess promised last term have at last arrived. No, they didn't mysteriously materialize 
in a puff of smoke ('bilocation') or step out of some shining metallic spaceship with green faces, 
but instead came from the very bowels of Sherbo me School - thank you! 
Well, what about the speakers? you may now well ask yourselves; three graced the dining hall annexe 
this term, accompanied by the now legendary coffee urn and the Custos's watchdog at ten o'clock 
precisely ... 

Talks ranged from Harry Johnson's on the 'rediscovery of Glastonbury' (I thought that it was 
located somewhere between Wells and Bridgewater) to Peter Dawkin's 'Pilgrimage through the royal 
Andes'. Between both came a talk from Ward Ru therford on 'Pythagoras, druids and the ancient 
wisdom'. 

Apparently I have been misguided by my belief that Glastonbury is but a twee village deep in 
darkest Somerset. No, it is in the centre of ancient Wessex, the mystical location for Avalon and 
home for numerous monks who stimulate archaeologists to participate in 'automatic writing'. It is 
also the apparent gravesite for the legenda1y king, Arthur. 

Ward Rutherford was an outward.going, extremely affable fellow whose main topic for the evening 
was the life and innuence of Pythagoras. Virtually nothing is known of this enigmatic character, yet 
some individual has avowed ly written a life history on the man. All due credit must go to Ward for 
being able to talk so convincingly on a little-known character. Druids and the ancient wisdom sadly 
occupied less of his time. Ward was able to reply entertainingly to certain questions concerning the 
bizarre bilocation of certain Mongolian monks and their apparitions in various forms which did bring 
humour to an otherwise scholarly talk. 

Peter Dawkins' talk was, I do believe, the most captivating of the term. Accompanying superb 
picture of the Andes and breath-taking views of Inca civilizations, Peter delivered a knowledgeable 
and intensely personal travelogue of his wanderings. His journey had been to one of the earth's 
earliest centres of civilization - to the very heart of time itself. Following an extremely impressive 
trip over the Atacama desert he reached Jake Titicaca (the world's highest navigable lake) tracing 
the fantastic legends in Peruvian folklore of the birth of the world itself. His pilgrimage came to a 
dramatic climax when he followed the ancient Inca trail to a lost Inca civilization perched precariously 
on a massive rock face hidden in the dark lush green undergrowth of the dense jungle. Discovered 
only thirty years ago it has aroused archaeological interest in all fields of ancient civilizations. His 
pictures caught the atmosphere or this sacred civilization in a way that mere words alone could never 
hope to do. Only personal experience could possible achieve this end. ot a metion of U.F .0. 
runways in the desert or landing spots for extra terrestrials either in the whole lecture, which did at 
least prevent the atmosphere of tltis unique place being broken. 

Back from darkest Peru, deepest Somerset and bi.locating monks to reality perhaps? So, the 
Pythagoreans has reasserted itself again, numbers are up, topics are more exciting than ever and the 
line-up for speakers next term really quite impressive. I just know that you are dying to find out what 
topics we have next term, aren't you? Well. by the time that you read this account they will have 
all taken place, so I will, as honorary committee member, divulge trade secrets to you all. 

Prin1arily we liave Raymond Mullin on 'miracles and magic' followed by Timothy Good on 'the 
U.F.O. conspiracy: - don't laugh but the U.S. government has apparently been in possession of 
crashed U.F.O.'s and their occupants for thirty years. Finally, we will be having a talk from Paul 
Carling on 'China - the middle kingdom' which I am sure will round off yet another great series of 
talks for the term. By the way. if you think that Timothy Good must be a vegetarian who frequents 
health-food shops for sunflower seeds and practices transcendental meditation. you are mistaken! 

o, he is a very 'down to earth' Goke) kind of person and we wait for his talk with bated breath. 
We will also be joining forces with the Clayesmore 'paranornial' society next tem1 which could 

be extremely interesting. o. they do have a school mini-bus and do not get to our meetings by using 
their thought power bilocation and spacecrafts - at least that's the generally accepted belief ... 

Thanks as always to Paul Carling for bearing through yet another term and to igel Blair for 
coordinating all the speakers and talks this tenn. Pythags is exciting, it's serious and it can be very 
funny; just think, we may send you a personalized invitation card next term, so do beware ... 
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The C.C.F. Biennial Inspection; 
A Bystander 's View 

Although I am not in the C.C.F. and therefore not able to discuss my own feelings when parading, 
I am able to talk about some of the things I saw as a spectator. 

The day of the Biennial Inspection is one of the most important on the C.C.F. calendar. It is the 
day when the Army checks whether the Sherbome School Combined Cadet Force is up to standard 
and worth a grant. 

This lnpsection was on a day only a short time after the introduction of new recruits. It is an 
unfortunate fact that new recruits do not know the first thing about military drill. 

Returning from games one Wednesday curiosity led me to see the recruits. I met with a group of 
recruits in ragged formation attempting to walk in step. I am not sure who was despairing more: 
the officers trying to teach them or the recruits. 

The day of the Inspection approached . The night before the dayroom was almost empty· I found 
most of its inmates nervously polishing-their boots. ' 

When the day came it was one of the first really hot days of the year. Lessons after break were 
cancelled for people in the C.C.F. and Band only . (The Band were to provide the musical accompanin1ent 
to the Parade.) Consequently I did not see the final stages of preparation. When 1 returned from lessons 
the Inspection had begun, the various sections had formed into ranks and the Major General had 
begun his tour, to the music of the Concert Band seated in a corner of the Court. 

The General moved from one soldier to another, sometimes pausing to straighten a cap or say a 
few words. I do not know what he said. It was not difficult to imagine the apprehension as the 
Major General approached , and relief as he passed on to the next man. The combination of the heat 
and this apprehension was too much for some people who fainted? they were quickly removed. A 
cynic was heard to remark that it was not an Inspection Parade but a passing-out Parade. 

The Major General eventually, perhaps reluctantly, retired to his platform and the sections began 
to march past him and through the main gate. 

I noticed that the particular recruits whom I had seen the previous Wednesday were more in step. 
I was very impressed with the parade. 

E. Nelson 



Letters to the EdHor 

Sir, 

The Lies of Today and the Memories of Tomorrow 

We are the hollow men 
We are the stuffed men 
Leaning together 
Headpiece filled with straw. 

For those of you too stupid to reaHse. Sherbome is a prime example of'spoon-fceding'. Since its 
foundation. the school has thrived on the principle that adolescents left to their own devices can do 
nothing but cause trouble, and certainly with the help of spoon-feeding that is exactly what happens. 

Saturday evenings are typically spent sitting glassy-eyed in the blue-light of a television screen 
absorbing nothing ... effortlessly. This is a fi ne preparation for the future when, as a grandparent, 
the average Shirburnian wi ll be able to perform the greatest of British weekend trad itions - television 
sleeping; but wil l it all ow him to make the most of his li fe? The answer is a resounding 'NO! ' Most 
people, although they will endorse this sentiment, are rel uctant actively to encourage creativity 
because of the time and attention it involves when they cou ld be doing something 'better". 

The school does make some effort to propagate creativity under the auspices of 3rd fom1 'creative 
mornings'. These are several lessons on a Wednesday morning spent performing a task specified by a 
master. This does open up new fields for the interested, but since the individual is not encouraged to 
be original. his creative spirit will either remain hidden. or, if for some unknown reason it dares to 
emerge, he can be sure that other 3rd formers will batter it back into hiding. The philistine attitudes 
of the 3rd form continue unfortunately to emerge throughout the school. Any prowess in anything 
other than sport or academic work is deemed as being pretentious or overtly 'good'. 

The attiwdes of most Shirbumians are reflected in the school maga£ine. Casual and restrained, 
its glossily printed cover (probably of the Abbey) makes it a smart coffee-table magazine destined to 
lie untouched next to the equally glossy copies of 'House and Garden'. 'Vogue' and 'Horse and 
Hound' until the next edition has been distributed. Our memories arc guaranteed to be bland, but 
pleasant. 

So what ever happened to the work produced by the creative minority? Considered too contemp
orary (perhaps radical) and ephemeral. it is never documented, simply hidden away until it has decayed 
or dated sufficiently to be deemed rubbish. The overall picture or the school is one of normality and 
carefully edited restraint. The blandness of the cover reflec1s 1he stodgy contents of the magaz.inc and 
this blandness prevents most people from reading more than the editorial and perhaps the review of 
a play or team that they might have been involved with. 

Why can't 'The Shirburnian' publish more contributions from within the school'? If it did. the 
philistine mas·ses might pay more attention and give more respect to the creative minority. Perhaps 
the Shirburnian might put an end to the spoon-feeding and restraint that serves to make the school 
so dull. 

Between the conception 
And the creation 
Between the emotion 
And the response 
Falls the Shadow 
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Sir, 

'I've never met a nice South African .. .' 

To the disappointment of some, this myth from the popular 'Spitting Image' comedy series was 
not borne out by the visits of the two South African teams in the last two tem1s. They admitted, of 
course, to having been briefed as to what to say on any encroachment o n political issues, aside of 
which they appeared to be reasonably open-minded, hardly the racialist monsters of this comical 
myth. It does the school much credit that the behaviour towards them , as o ur visito rs, was hospitable. 
There was little of the intense aggression they encountered in other schools, despite the fact that one 
less than considerate housemaster instructed his house to treat them like 2nd class citizens, so that 
they would 'know what it's like'. However, now that the bus of the less-than-successful cricket team 
has disappeared over the horizon , it is time to ensure that no such visit occurs again. 

The whole topic of whether South African teams sho uld be aJlowed to visit becomes a matter of 
heated debate with accusations o f being 'fascist' or ' trendy left' being fairly liberaJly spread around. 
Nevertheless, the arguments in favour of these visits seem to me to be qui te clear cut. Those in favour 
of the visits ar gue, first , that to refuse their request to visit only aggravates the already fairly liberal
minded British South-Africans against the anti-apartheid movement with which many of them sym
pathise. The aggravation lies presumably in the presupposition that all South Africans are in favour of 
apartheid. Secondly, they argue that these young boys are in no way responsible for the poUtical 
regime in which they live . Thirdly, that it is important to uphold the principle that sport and politics 
should not mix . Fourthly, some argue that we should fall into line with Commonwealth policy and 
allow them to visit providing they conform to fairly stringent conditions previously laid down. 

The first argument is perhaps the most forcefu l. I know from my own visits to South Africa how 
strongly some British South-Africans feel against apartheid. Nevertheless, I think that we ought to 
force all South-Africans considering going abroad to think of the nature of the regime in which they 
live. ln answer to the second argument, this is equally important for the young, for whilst not directly 
responsible for the regime as it exists now, in a few years when they are able to vote, U1ey will have 
the chance to make their influence felt . Of course. ideally, politics and sports should not mix. However, 
an issue as important as the immorality of the apartheid system must override this principle. Lastly, 
we, as an academic establishment , must not be content to follow Commonwealth policy, we must 
make up our own minds as to the validity of these visits. 

The political situation in South Africa is immensely difficult and complex . To expect an overnight 
change would be naive in the extreme. No doubt giving the blacks the vote would cause chaos and 
create an infinitely less stable state in the short tem1, than the one that exists now. Nevertheless, 
our influence must be felt in stimulating and accelerating the move towards the removal of apartheid. 

There has been a gradual advance in the situation of the blacks over the last two decades. My own 
family have relations in Capetown whom we have tried to visit as often as possible, and the gradual 
removaJ of the separation of the races has been acutely observed by my parents on each different 
visit. Feelings against the government run high amongst some sections of the South African white 
populace . When the Government moved all the blacks out of their homes in Sector 6 in Capetown , 
to the Cape Flats, all the architects refused to move into and develop Sector 6 for the whites, as the 
Government had intended. l ndeed, the move has come to a point in the Government's abolition of 
the horrifying ' Immorality' Act. 

This abolition may lessen, in some quarters, the feelings against apartheid, for it seems to me that 
the very fact that an act of love between two people could be considered immoral because of a difference 
in colour is particularly horrific. evertheless, I hope each member of our own community may reflect 
on U1e nature of a state that sanctions racialism . and therefore makes up his own mind as to the 
vaUdity of these visits. 

T. Bradby 
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Interview with the Archbishop of Canterbury 

I t being the beginning of International Youth Year the Archbishop's press office deemed it a good 
idea to invite certain youth-orientated magazines to come to an interview with the Archbishop. Our 
reporter, Richard Bridge, went along. 

Lambeth Palace is huge but with only one small, inconspicuous entrance, and the set-up inside is 
slick and 'ever-so~ver-so' friendly. The Archbishop gives the same impression, guaranteed not to offend 
any one of the diverse elements of the Church of England. To give it his own definition: 'The Arch
bishop of Canterbury is in the position of having to hold the church together, therefore having to 
say I want to be cautious on this issue, but there is no reason you should.' Not a personable man, he 
has a lot to say if people will listen but his ideas suffer from bad presentation and a lack of dynamism. 

His aims for the Youth Year had a central thrust. 'The Church has to learn to enable the youth to 
participate more effectively in the mission of Christ's Church.' It was refreshing to hear someone who 
had confidence in the youth of today and who believed that we have a vital role to play in the Church 
or any other community. That 'participation of Youth in the actual life and decision making of the 
Church is desperately needed,' there was no doubt in the mind of the Archbishop but although he 
was quite clear on the 'what,' he wasn't quite so knowledgeable on the 'how; when and where.' 
When asked how exactly he thought he would open up those 'channels' he spoke of when he said , 
' If that voice (of you th) is to be heard then it is going to need skilled ways of opening up new channels,' 
he passed the buck back to the youth. It is here that one might wish for a greater readiness in the 
Church hierarchy and in the Archbishop in particular to put his words into practice: 'The Church 
must be prepared to stick its neck out and Christians must be prepared to take a personal stand.' 
The Archbishop must be prepared to help open these channels with the youth. 'When you are a 
Christian you have to make a choice and that's something which youth of today particularly has to 
teach my generation.' If Uris can be seen, then those who do see it must make positive attempts to 
welcome in the youth; any attempt to take power or some form of say, commensurate with our 
position would invalidate our right to have it. 

Again in the other part of the Archbishop's answers there was a dichotomy. 'The Church l1as to 
campaign on certain social issues. It has to campaign, for example, on the issue of racial discrimination.' 
Yet he himself is not seen today as a man who leads and campaigns. He sees his job less as a leader 
of the Anglican faith but more as an official arbitrator for all factions. If he can say, 'I wouldn't 
define the Church of England as a campaigning body, but I think it does have a role to play ' -
then surely he can see that he must act. The words, ' ft is not always comfortable to be cautious when 
you'd like to make a fuss out of it.' sound, for all their sincerity, as a very weak defence of the 
Church of England 's constant refusal to lead, if onJy on some occasions, by a clear definite example. 
Too concerned often to offend, to appear modem and 'with it'. they miss the truth by a mile. 

What the Archbishop said of the church in general (and my cri ticism of him) can equally apply to 
our own community of the school. We are exactly the sort of community about which the Archbishop 
(with the appropriate word changes) expressed the dictum that 'there's got to be movement, one 
can't get alJ the answers from the Bible and tradition. One must also work by prayer and looking at 
the present situation.' The community of the school cannot be run by the central authority of the 
masters alone. The prefects no longer expect to be asked for advice about things within the school, 
and tnis is not really their fau lt since they aren't encouraged to speak out or discuss. Their job is seen 
entirely as functionaries and corporals within the army. not the junior officers they should be. The 
authorities should take more care to listen to the youth and the youth must in return be prepared to 
take sensibly their position. Alas, one sees all too little, anyone wanting to talk to the authorities; 
those who have something to say often fmd the task so daunting of trying to make the authorities 
listen that they opt out and run away or are received by stony silence, and those who have nothing to 
say conform and are used. Archbishop Runcie expressed the wish that Interna tional Youth Year, 'wiD 
mean that the voice of responsible Youth will be heard in the Church.' Let 's hope that this coming 
academic year will enable the voice of our youth to be heard in our community of the school, which 
must happen if the school is to redeem itself from its present depths of failure. 

R. Bridge 
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Liverpool Economics Field Trip, 1985 
(Monday, 15th April - Saturday, 20th April) 

A mass of multi-coloured, Uueatening grafittj covered the walls, there was excrement on the hand
rails and on the stairs, drains were blocked and overflowing everywhere, and there was just no end to 
the rubbish. People were quite happy to throw all their waste over their balconies into the streets 
where it gradually accumulates, attracting vem1in and encouraging the spread of disease. 

This was the scene that we encountered in a typical tower block in Everton, which has the worst 
housing stock in Liverpool. It was our first day in Liverpoof. We had been met at the hotel by Rico 
Tice, an Old Shirburnian, who decided to show us the harsh realities of Liverpool. He has been working 
in Everton for the past six months, during his gap year, at a Youth Club called Shrewsbury House. 
The sights that we saw with him inside an hour were undoubtedly the most shocking and distressing 
of any we saw in our whole time in Liverpool. 

The history of Liverpool really began in 1207, when it was granted its first charter by King John. 
Its use as a port then was to transport troops across to Ireland to put down any rebellions against the 
King. However, the main port of the area was at Chester, but during the Tudor period the River Dee 
began to silt up and its trade declined. On the other hand Liverpool was growing very fast as a port 
and cont inued to do so up until the beginning of this century. Most of its trade was in goods and 
passenger shipping to the United States of America, but the depression of the I 920's and '30's 
dealt a severe blow to Liverpool. British trade abroad dropped dramatically, as her Empire shrank, 
and Liverpool's importance as a port qu ickly diminished. The whole area had been dependent on the 
port, mainly, of course, as a source of work for the masses. Since 1970 progressive gorvenments tried 
various systems of regional policy to cure the unemployment problems of Merseyside, few of which 
did much to help. The switch of emphasis on trade from America to Europe furthered Liverpool's 
problems; it was simply in the wrong place at the wrong time. 

While we were in Liverpool we visited a number of firms, au of which told us the same story . 
Although they were successful and profitable they wanted to streamline their business further - and 
they did this by reducing the size of the workforce. The fact that Livcrpool'seconomywas so narrowly
based when the port declined still shows in U1e unemployment figures. In Everton unemployment is 
as high as 80% in some areas. And these companies seemed to be totally insensitive to what they were 
doing to these people - many of whom would never find another job. 

On our second day there we visited the Central Strategy Unit of the Liverpool City Council and 
were given a very interesting talk by the Chjef Planning Officer, Martin Smith. He gave us an insight 
into the major social and economic problems of Liverpool. But why, we asked, was a massive park 
being built at vast expense in Everton literally yards from the worst housing stock in Liverpool? He 
could not answer. A lot of people we talked to said that the City Council was deaf to their wants and 
misdirected funds. It's all very well the City Council kicking up a fuss about the misrepresentation of 
"the people when councils are abolished, but they do not seem to be representing the people very well 
at the moment. 

After lunch that day we were given a tour of the Albert Docks by D. Cumberland , Esq. These 
docks, which have stood idle for some time , have been given an impressive facelift and now exist as 
shops, offices and 11ats; however, they represent only a tiny percentage of the acres and acres of dock
lands now lying redundant along the mouth of the Mersey. 

At 7 .00 p.m. that evening we found ourselves in the hands of Merseyside Police, being questioned 
by an Inspector Culpit. No, Mr. Venables had not driven the mini-bus through yet another red light 
and, no, Mr. Danes had not been picked up on suspicion of being a garden gnome - we were on a 
scheduled visit to the Headquarters of Merseyside Police. First we were shown their museum and then 
in contrast the operations room now centred around computers of course. As usual James Rapson, 
the 'official photographer', who insisted on taking pictures of anything from brick walls to pretty 
girls walking down the street, had to take some pictures of the operations room. A few minutes later 
a message 11ashed up on the screen of the computer, which was linked to the ones in the ops. room; it 
read : 'The boys down here want to know how much they are getting paid for having their photos 
taken!' Anyway. we were given the law and order side of the story and were told of the obvious 
problems involved in policing an area with a very high crime rate and a very active drugs market. 
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The next day we visited the Ford Motor Company works at Halewood in the morning. We started 
at the beginning and watched as a few sheets of metal gradually turned into cars. We followed the 
assembly line (a two and a half mile walk) co see Escorts. Orions and Light Vans appear at the other 
end. Nobody was surprised when we were told afterwards that this particular works has the highest 
insanity rate in Europe. Workers sat reading newspapers or just aimlessly staring into space, getting 
up every minute or so to foe a nut to a bolt or something similar. Although 12,000 people work at 
Halewood we could see that soon the assembly line would be fully operated by robots. That would 
mean that up to 1,000 people would lose their jobs. 

We moved to a Youth Training Scheme Centre in Skelmersdale called Tomorrow's People Today. 
Here we saw people with a glimmer of hope for the future: the managing director told us that 40% 
of the trainees go on to find jobs immediately after the scheme. They had training schemes available 
in car maintenance, carpentry, building, sewing and graphic arts. and the lunch we were given there 
was prepared for us by the girls training to be cooks. Mr. DaJ1es could not resist the temptation of 
buying one of the 'cuddly toys' made by the sewing girls. The rabbit he bought was soon aptly named 
'Gus', and rumour has it that it now rules Cutlers on Saturday afternoons. 

Later that afternoon we visited Bibby's Edible Oils Limited near the docks. Although supposedly a 
successful firm, Bibby's had been taken over ru1d were to reduce their workforce from 600 to 200 
over the next two years. We spoke to two men there. Unfortunately everything the first man said 
contradicted the second man, much to our amusement. 

That night Nicholas Bryan and myself accompru1ied Rico to his Youth Club to meet a few of the 
unemployed youth who frequented the place. There were forty or fifty people in the Club - one of 
them had a job. We were made very welcome and chatted easily to everyone we met. Unfortunately 
it was the night that Manchester United beat Liverpool in the F .A. Cup semi-finals and faces fell a 
bit, but they didn't really mind because Everton were already in the final. 

The visit to Cammell Laird Shipbuilders the next morning got off to rather a bad start when we 
encountered an extremely rude security guard at the gate. However, our public relations officer, Mr. 
Danes. happily got out of the transit to remedy things - within minutes, things were ten times worse. 
Eventually we found a Mr. Whitehead who somehow had got the idea we were coming the week before. 
We learnt from him that CammeU Laird had reduced its workforce from 14,000 to 1400 in the past 
decade or so. However, fortunately the yard had recently received a number of orders which wilJ 
keep it open for a few years yet. H.M.S. Edinburgh was being built in a dry-dock when we were chere, an 
impressive and advanced warship. 

At midday we had an appointment at the Liverpool Echo where we were interviewed about our 
reaction to the situacion in Liverpool from our point of view. We were able to voice these same views 
when we met the Bishop of Liverpool, himself an Old Shirburnian, and his wife later that afternoon. 

That night a few of the local 'scouses' we had met at the Club came down to the hotel to talk to 
us. It was only really then that we understood what life was really like in Liverpool. obody stayed 
in school longer than they had to, and few left with any qualifications. Even if they did have any 
qualifications, there are no jobs to go to in Liverpool. They realise that to find jobs they will have to 
move away from the area, and that means leaving their families, their friends and their homes. Many 
will never be able to make that move; their parents are unemployed, their friends are unemployed and 
so too will their children be unemployed. The average dole money these eighteen year olds were getting 
was C34 fortnightly, which does little to feed them. ln the past they have all robbed, they have all 
dabbled in heroin and/or cocaine, and they were all on pot - but that was nothing unusual. 

The institution of marriage is a thing of the past in Liverpool, which is another sad fact. It is still 
more profitable for a couple to live together in sin rather than collecting social security for a married 
couple. lt is not uncommon, for example, to find a fifteen-year old girl living with her fifteen-year 
old brother with a one year old child and another on the way. A schoolmaster we talked to told us 
of twelve-year old girls in his class on 'the game', and another young girl of eleven made pregnant by 
her father. 

When we left Liverpool we left behind something that we will never be able to forget and never 
want to forget; for while people live in luxury in the South, people live in squalor and poverty in 
Liverpool, and in many other cities. Some of those unemployed teenagers will be unemployed until 
they reach the age of retirement. They will never have jobs. 

J. B. Cumming 
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3rd Form Geography Field Trip on Monday, 4th February , 1985 

Sherborne started Monday morning on a very ctifferent note. Instead of the nonnal 'Oh no, it is 
Monday morning' there was the noise of Wellington boots and bags being thrown into four coaches. 
TI1en at 830 Sherbome went quiet again because the 3rd Form and ST, DPJ. WL and GJLK plus 
Dr. Freeman left for Burrington and WeUs. 

TI1e 3rd Fom1 was split into two groups, one to go to Wells and one to go to Burrington in the 
morning. When the group arrived in Wells it was split up into pairs. Each pair was then given a number 
which represented a location in the town. Once the groups of pairs arrived at their point it had to 
perform given tasks. 

First. Pedestrian and Traffic counts. For this the pair had to count all pedestrians and vehicles 
in their location (this did not count prams and bicycles). From the results that we collected it became 
obvious that the traffic and pedestrians were about ten times larger than on the outskirts. The distance 
between the most traffic and pedestrians and the least traffic and pedestrians was about a mile. 
Each pair had to count for twenty minutes. 

Second, Environmental Quali ty. For this task the pair had to get the general feeling of the area 
by walking about 200 yards arou nd them; they then had to give scores of places by using a sheet 
that was supplied. The scores were based on: house types, the traffic, garagi ng, parking provision, 
noise, landscaping, visual quality, garden provision and access to facili ties (shops, pub, doctor, etc.). 
For example, if the houses in your area were detached, the score would be zero, if they were semi
detached 1, terrace 2, and na ts 3. The highest score you could get was 30 and if you were in an area 
like that you would be in the worst conctitions possible! The resul ts showed that most of the town 
was about average (15 marks) - not very good but not bad either, so we found that Wells as a town 
was not all that bad. 

Third, Building age. The pairs had to estimate the age of the houses in their area, according to a 
sheet which was provided. The sheet had diagrams of t11e buildings built between 1800 - 1980. 
Wells being Wells, the average house was about two hundred years old in the middle and from about 
1950 onwards on the outskirts. 

Fourth, Building Function. Here the groups had to look around their area and find out what 
functions the buildings were used for. Most buildings were just houses but people in U1e main shopping 
area had lo record all the shops they could see . In an area like this you got things from jewellers to 
hairdressers, newsagents to supermarkets and sports shops to cycle repair shops. In the outskirts li ttle 
shops such as newsagents and greengrocers were found but nothing else. 

And finally, Car Source. For this the groups had to fmd out by looking at the back windscreens 
of the cars where the car came from. In most cases it came from Wells but we had other towns as 
well. The aim here was to find ou t about ilie size of influence of the city. The bigger ilie urban area 
the greater is its sphere of influence. 

After all this infonnation had been collected we were allowed to look around U1e town and then 
off to lunch at Cheddar Gorge. The coaches moved off full of hungry boys with lots of infonnation 
and tired feet. It took about ha lf an hour to reach the lunch spot, and all hell was let loose as the 
lunch was given out. Our packed lunches were not great meals but they satisfied us. 

As soon as lunch was over we set off, in groups, to visit Gough's cave to see many of the under
ground limestone fea tures such as stalactites and stalagmites. 

At around 2 .00 p Jn. the first of the 3rd Form expeditions reached Burrington Combe on the north 
side of the Mendips. The coaches stopped in a small layby while out leapt about 60 boys carrying the 
most advanced models in NWL's home-made instruments. At once the group split up and began the 
long, hard and treacherous joumey up into the hills which quickly sorted the non-smokers from the 
smokers! On reaching the first of the tluee sites on the West Twin Brook the boys began to do their 
various tasks such as measure the speed of a cork flowing down the river, the angle of the valley using 
home-made pantometers; also measure the depth of ilie river and lastly fi nd the temperature of the 
air at different heights in the valley. Then after leaving the Menctips we returned to the coaches once 
again for the long drive back to Sherbome. After reaching Sherborne at about 5.30 most people felt 
tired and weary after having a thoroughly interesting day in the Mendips and at Wells. 

Robert Smitllson {h) and Julian Pratt ( f) 
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'A' Level Geography Field Trip to Preston Montford , Shropshire 

Amongst the bemused school onlookers we loaded our luggage into the three mini-buses which 
were to take the Sixth Form Geographers for a week of indulgence in the wonders of Ash's Hollow, 
Quinny Brook, Mt. Berwyn and the like. The prospect of the six hours traveUjng ahead was somewhat 
dulled by the fact that we had been allowed to leave school four days before the end of term. 

Despite speculation about the driving skills of a certain member of the convoy (who incidentally 
kit the kerb three times on one trip to Weymouth), the journey passed with no more ill fortune than 
two of the mini-buses missing a turning (being Geographers, however, navigation on their own was no 
problem). 

We arrived at the Field Centre at about five o'clock and though we were rather perturbed by the 
windows which had been painted onto the side of the house, our initial impressions of the Field 
Centre were favourable. However. this was not to be our abode for the rest of the week. Our residence 
was a somewhat smaller building a few hundred yards from the Centre, which aptly became known as 
the 'barracks'. It was, (and we say 'it was' because it has now been pulled down to make room for a 
motorway) in fact, originally a Women's Land Army Barracks. Here we were joined by a small group 
of 'free-spirited' (in every sense of the term) Radlians. 

Supper was Spaghetti Bolognaisc a la Preston Montford (not a great dish). It was only after splash
ing this delightful dish all over the dining room that we learnt it was us who had to clear up. After 
dinner and a wee tipple of port (some chance) we met Dave (okay) and Andy, wearing his Geo
outfit (Flour-Power sweat shirt, 22-top beard and classy sandals). 

The following morning, Saturday, after a too-early breakfast and a briefing from Dave and Andy, 
who organised our field days fo r most of the trip, we set off for Ash's Hollow. River valley character
istics and fluvial geomorpho logy were the first day's topics. After trekking to the top of the valley 
and having our packed lunches, it was time to take a few readings and the only way to take measure
ments from a river is to get in it! By the time we had finished our analysis of the day's work it was 
10.30 p.m. , so we were relieved to turn in for the night, all much the wiser for our endeavours. How
ever. we ascertained from a message left by previous students that this was the warm-up. Only when 
we had been up Mt. Eglewysig had we sampled the full flavour of Preston Montford: as one little 
ditty said : 

Today you come from Ash's Hollow. 
Through Quinny Brook deep and shallow, 
But if you come from yonder mountain (Mt. Eglewysig) 
Your name needs to be Bonnington (Everest the hard way). 

evertheless at 9.00 a.m. on Sunday morning we made our way to 'Yonder Mountain'. A severaJ 
hundred metre climb. skilled navigation through peat bogs and mountain streams and many soil 
samples later, we came to the end of the trek . What comes up must come down, and the only way 
back was the way we came up so, somewhat dampened we returned along the same route. When we 
returned to the Centre our original friendly group of Durham University students were no longer 
there. Instead there was a hostile atmosphere: the greedy Shirburnians had taken their luncheon 
hamper as well (under orders of the oberfnhrer, S.T.). 

Preston Montford, seemingly disassociated from common religious practice, took its day of rest on 
Monday; perhaps explained by its closeness to Wales (no offence, DPJ). This Monday was considerably 
less strenuous; we were driven through the pleasant countryside and villages o f northern Shropshire 
testing the theories of: Christaller, Weber, Von Thi.inen, LOsch and fu nctional orders - you know? 
(sorry about the Geo-jargon). The day did provide a few incidents worth remembering. The lost and 
unwanted John Leney was sold to the roads in Oswestry - a result of Mr. Lowson·s 'efficiency'. 

For the hydrology course we stayed at the centre and we were shown the rather impressive re
cording equipment and records. As a result of this study we're sure we can all now analyse our streams 
in the garden - can' t we? After four days with our nose to the Geo-stone. it wa.s nice to take a break 
from evening geographical analysis and for those who were up to it spend the evening in Shrewsbury 
seeing the mm '1984' . (The theme of which has little in common with the field centre.) 

Wednesday was also spent in Shrewsbury studying land use patterns and perception of the inhabit· 
ants of their environment. An enjoyable day, relatively relaxed compared to the next - a climb in the 
Berwyn Mountains. 
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From the spectacular waterfall of Pistyll Rhaedr, through the Nant-y-Llyn valley, the last day led 
us to the Llyn Lluncairs (a picturesque corrie lake surrounded on three sides by near vertical cliffs) 
but this was not the Berwyn's summit. The more adventurous among us climbed the last two hundred 
metres of snow-covered mountain side to reach the summit, some 827 metres high. The redeeming 
factor of the climb was the breath-taking view of South-Central Shropshire lying below us. 

We returned to the field centre for the last tune, some of us leaving that evening and the rest 
following on Friday morning ; and so came the end of an intense but immensely interesting, helpful 
and entertaining field trip, despite the many incidents mentioned above. 

We must thank all three masters who very kindly gave up so much of their time, organising before
hand , and helping us throughout the week. We learnt a great deal, including the truth in the lines we 
had read on our fust day: 

Come to Shropshire on a Geo-stay, 
And lose a stone the Preston Montford way. 

(S.T. exempt) . 

Adventurous Training, Lake District , 1985 

'Then the man of noble lineage left Heorot far behind, 
followed narrow tracks, string-thin paths 
over steep, rocky slopes - remote parts 
with beetling crags and many lakes 
... ·He went ahead 
with a handful of scouts to ex pl ore the place; 
all at once he came upon a dismal wood, 
mountain trees standing on the edge 
of a grey precipice; .. .' 

- 'Beowuir (Anon.) 

William Kennerley (b) 
Nick Dean (h) 

I open with a quotation from an heroic poem because the feeling you get while reading such an 
epic - a feeling of the sublime - is the same as the feeling when you are on a snow-covered ridge, 
with cloud swirling about you. Occasionally , the wind can be heard hissing over the unseen peaks 
on the other side of the obscured valley, but when it is silent, you feel you could be anyw.here: on the 
roof of the world , in Valhalla or in the Antarctic (and no, I don't smoke dope or take L.S.D.). When 
the cloud lifts briefly to reveal another peak along the ridge, you not only feel perhaps a bit frustrated , 
but also the sight makes you feel small - but you know you can plod on to the top (perhaps Thor 
awaits us). 

Please do not worry, dear reader, we are not really mad, though at times it may seem that we are. 
Ali participants - ultimately twenty-four in number - somehow arrived at the. Isthmus Cottage 
by 7.30 p.m. on Wednesday, 27 March. The Cottage was a bungalow with a recent addition of a 
smaller building. We were provided thus with all the necessary facilities: beds, showers and had the 
luxury of an open fire. A fault with the minibus hired from a nameless place in Yeovil made progress 
slow on the way up for a handful and as a result, we were left with only one transit - the school's 
blue min,ibus - for the whole of the first day. 
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While MJAS left the Lower Sixth group LOr the day in order to drive the laulty van tor repairs, 
everyone else went off and performed 'adventurous' pursuits. Mr. Fisher's Fifth form group of 
'Hot-shot Charlies' had the pleasure of our (the Lower Sixth's) company on the first day. 

The location of the lodge was ideal for walks in the north-western mountains and with only one 
minibus in action we had no choice but to explore the nearby Derwent fells: the lodge was located 
at the northern end of Derwent Water. south of Keswick, and nestled in a small wood surrounded by 
the town's rubbish tip. We started our first climb up Cat Bells. a small peak no more than 1600 feet 
high. but even at this height we were given views limited only by cloud. which hung at about 2000 
feet, of Bassenthwaite Lake and Derwent Water as well as the valleys below. The footpath was well
worn (but then again, which footpaths in the Lakes aren't?) and walking was easy as we continued to 
Maiden Moor. By now, most seemed to revert to the 'Alpine pace', made legendary by MEH in earlier 
years. Once on top, there was little more climb for some time and we savoured the views around us: 
the Oat. green valleys walled in by steep, orange slopes which were eventualy crowned by crags and 
snow-lined peaks with cloud swirling around them. 

Westerly winds started to drive hail across our southward path and one or two of us (or perhaps it 
was just the one?) got that wonderful feeling as it cut into our faces. The wet ground was beginning 
to crunch slightly as we continued towards High Spy (2 140 fee t). Once we reached the snow-line, Mr. 
Fisher had to stop us from going too far in our detour to some small crags which some of the Fifth 
fo rm thought would be a remarkable ta rget to reach. By now the winds were very strong and on High 
Spy, many of us crammed round the tall ca irn to get out of the wind . We then dropped clown to a 
small tarn at the source of Newlands Beck fo r lunch, after which, with heads down , we got over the 
sti ffest of the climbs up Dale Head (2470 feet). which gave views of the Helvell yn range (by now the 
cloud had lifted), the ewlands Beck valley, Blencathra and Skiddaw. The descent off Dale Head 
involved walking along a fairly broad, rocky ridge towards Hindscarth (2385 feet), where we were to 
swing north. The wind was stronger now; some of the group spread their arms out and leant into the 
wind. which held them upright and made their clothing nap wildly: it must have felt like freefall 
parachuting. 1 turned to Rod Marsh to ask whether he could remember whether Striding Edge looked 
anything like the ridge we had just gone over. With the wind blasting in his ears. he replied: ' It 's a bit 
more bracing!" On Hindscarth, the wind blew us along to the top. from where we could see whence 
we had come. The descen1 was steep and difficult: the wind was blowing us down the slope, which 
was covered in snow - which gave quite good footholds. but when it gave way, the unfortunate 
walker came down with a heavy thud, but that all adds to the enjoyment. At one point. when the 
wind was drowning out every other sound. Johnny White started to head towards the western edge; 
all you could see in front of him were the peaks on the other side and he was veiled in windblown 
snow: what his intentions were . I dread to think. With the howl of the wind occasionally punctuated 
by bars from some Puccini sung by Douglas Long, who swung his ice-axe like a walking stick, the 
descent eased. the snow disappeared and Johnny White seemed to recover from his fit of ecstasy. or 
whatever it was. ~IJ AS met us on the way down and . of course, we were all very chuffed by this 
gesture. We had all crammed into the minibus when the aforesaid mountaineer ordered us out to pose 
for a group photograph. This was carried out with mixed enthusiasm. though none knew that this was 
to be one of the last chances for a fair weather photo. 

The second day started with bad weather - and a bad start: Steve icholson (the one who has to 
be kept on a lead) had been ill with ·nu and so had to turn back at the last minute. With MJAS actually 
with us this time, we sta rted on our long plod up Causey Pike. The path wound arou nd Rowling End 
and we had barely reached 1 I 00 feet when we found that we were on tile lower fri nges of cloud, 
some of which was below us. The ground hardened with frost, and we found that the crags on top 
had to be traversed and ascended from the rear. We took off our ice-axes as cloud started to shroud 
the ridge which we saw before us. We were now into the snow and where the best route took us 
below the crest of the ridge, it was quiet, with only the sound of our breaching and the sifting and 
crunching of snow beneath our feet. Cloud surrounded us. and we could see not much more 1han 
twenty yards ahead. Johnny was flung into more ecstasy. \Ve reached the summit of Scar Crags (2205 
feet) with no difficulty and we had recovered from the initial climb. As we descended. the cloud 
cleared to reveal Sail - ano1her 655 feet of climb. It was a hard. sweaty plod but in the few momen1s 
that the rather insignificant peak was disclosed to us. it seemed that it might have been the seat of a 
god. with cloud rolling past it. The top was rounded and we found the razor-topped ridge which we 
had to cross before the final assault on Crag Hill (1755 feet). We descended onto it and trod carefully 
along it using snow and rock for footholds . Johnny loves th.is sort of thing, where one slip could send 
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you down a terrifying number of feet (here, you'd fall on National Trust property, so at least you 
couldn't be done for trespassing). Once across, we found the wind starting to drive rain northwards 
- we were now in a cross-wind and had one more steep climb (about 285 feet) before reaching the 
top. The crags were covered in thin ice and thick snow. Our legs were wet (because we had been so 
hot, we had not put on waterproof over-trousers) and as a result of all the day had yielded, some felt 
cold, others frightened and one or two none of these. Ice-axe gripped in his bare hands, Mr. Sugden 
(who strode the mountains 'like a colossus') led the final assault, traversing for a while, and then 
clambering up just above the worst of the crags. We reached the summit quickly and MJAS took a 
bearing, planning to descend to Buttermere in order to camp at Ennerdale Forest across the next 
ridge of peaks. This bearing will go down, l 'm sure, in the history of mouncain craft: we swung north 
ins!ead of south and were met by Eel Crags. Johnny loved this bit too and James Fussell (who likes 
to JUmp) took the plunge and used his ice-axe to arrest his fall : it seemed to be the onJy way down. 
Johnny's vocabulary was reduced to the word 'j-u-m-p' and once off the crags we realised our error. 
We were all wet (physically) and a problem with knee-cartilage made us turn back towards Keswick. 
O~ce at Braithwaite , we had lunch and travelled the few remaining miles by bus, Mr. Sugden paying 
with a sodden ten-pound note (and he had told us that he only had enough for one pint of beer 
- for himself - whe.n we reached a pub). 

Once back, we were pleased that it was mainJy Mr. Sugden who bore the RSM's wrath, but the 
former got the latter to cook us breakfast the next morning. At least Steve had some company around 
the fire now. Meanwhile a Third fom1 tent had flooded and CWM -1 found that a Karrimat (?.sort of 
insulating mattress) helped to keep one off the water-table. He was woken in the morning by the 
voice of Mr. Fisher saying that he was not 'going up any bloody mountain today' that he did not 
'bloody care' if that was 'mutiny' and he sang as he watched and waited for ltis billy to boil. 

Back at the lodge, we were given a gentle awakening by the RSM. The cloud was low, so we decided 
on a low-level walk, starting at Watendlath, south of Derwent Water. We got the only steep climb of 
the day over with immediately to reach a point on the moors just below High Seat (1995 feet). With 
Steve doing most of the navigating, we marched and stumbled across the moor in drizzle and cloud. 
After lunch at High Tove, we continued our trek which eventually developed into a search for the 
'elusive' Blea Tarn. Steve led us to it in the end, where everyone jumped a stream, except for the 
writer, who jumped into it. It has been suggested that he was testing his waterproofs. After a break at 
the tarn. we were off again, following Bleatarn Gill back to Watendlath, snowballs being hurled with 
the prime target being MJAS. We naturally took a lot of flak from the other groups for no.t camping, 
but we reasserted ourselves by being the only group to climb Skiddaw (one of the four 3000-foot 
mountains in England at 3055 feet), the next day. 

We moved quickly along Longside Edge: even here, at around 2395 feet, the winds were very strong 
and it was a struggle to move forward at times. The day, which started off glorious, developed into 
the same old drizzle - but with winds the strongest I'm sure any of us have ever experienced. Skiddaw 
was described by Mr. Sugden as 'one great slag heap' and we could see why: the mountain was covered 
in scree of black and grey rock fragments. The two days of rain beforehand had caused the snow to 
thaw, and where it still lay in drifts it was dirty. The wind helped us up the last climb, but the sound of 
it in our ears made the mountain seem even more desolate. In a desperate effort to liven things up, 
James hurled a snowball at Mr. Sugden. His reply was immediate and swift: within seconds, the 
aggressor was on the ground with a facefull of snow. We reached the crest, with the summit about 
250 metres to the north. With a yell of 'Let's crack the b-d!' MJAS led us along the last stretch. The 
ridge was as black and as bare as the last ball on a snooker table. The winds were so strong that we 
had to use al l the strength in our thigl1s and had to lean at what would have looked an impossible angle 
in order to keep our balance. We reached the triangulation pillar and clung on to it. Getting off was 
even more difficult: we were heading south and the wind was south-westerly. With MJAS falling to 
the ground to cling to a rock (large men, it seems, are hit harder by the wind - they 'catch' more of 
it), the rest of us sheltered behind a cairn. Rod plodded on. Inspired by this gallantry, we rose again 
and continued, bumping into each other: everyone was stumbling like drunkards (nothing new for 
some) and the strain was at times similar to that felt in a scrummage. When we reached the end of the 
ridge , we veered left , taking the well-defined tourist route down, sheltered by Little Man. At last we 
were off the slag and now back onto the orange and green grassland. We made a steep descent to 
Keswick, where we left MJAS standing on the main street , staring at an armchair in a shop window. 
Once back at Isthmus, we faced the notorious 'Compo' coffee. 
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The next day was the official rest day, although it was Monday. 11 rained all day, but everyone 
went out and did various activities in the rain: orienteering in the dark and beautiful Whinlatter 
Forest: climbing and abseiling {what that really meant. I have been led 10 believe, was dangling like 
a yo-yo at the end of a rope getting wer and cold) at Ullswater. Lacer. other options included a walk 
along the eastern bank of UUswater (which was gorgeous, whenever 1he cloud cleared); a visit to 
Sellafield nuclear power station or the Beatrix Potter house (to see. I presume, where the writer 
received her inspiration). 

The final two-day expedition was to be a success on the first day: the weather had cleared and 
there was sun from the morning until about five o'clock in the evening. With che numbers in our group 
depleted to four. we struck out from Buttermere fo r Red Pike. passing around the head of the small 
lake of Bu ttermere. the waters of which sparkled with the shafts of sunlight piercing through the 
thin, fading cloud. We followed a path paved wirh rocks through a forest and then wound our way up 
to a tarn beneath the Pike. On this climb we actually experienced heat from the sun and were thankful 
for a rest by the small lake before continu ing on our upward slog, which was relatively easy. The wind 
was fairly strong on top, but there was no danger and we rested just beneath the summit. At this 
point, the writer's map escaped and fled towards the tarn below, but in vain, for the aforesaid writer 
ran down after it and fell on it: in sympathy for the oppressed, a rucksack rebelled in a similar fashion, 
trundling down towards the edge, but this insurgency was crushed. 

Small wisps of cloud brushed over the crest of peaks around. bu L for the most part. the skies were 
clear and we could see beyond the Derwent Fells to the north, occasionally ca tching glimpses of Kesw ick 
through the now snowless mountains. Walking south-east along Chapel Crags to High Stile over rocky, 
grassy terrain yielded fu rther views of the areas in which we had walked earlier. The lake at Bu tter
mere often peered up at us and by the time we reached High Crag (2440 feet), our appetites for 
powerfully majestic views had been whetted. but already cloud was amassing over Pillar, just across 
the valley to the south. After sunbathing for a while, we made a steep descent down a scree-strewn 
path, on which Douglas' tent tell from his rucksack. He continued to the bottom. carrying the bundle 
alongside. I managed to catch up as he re-packed it: I Irate downhill even more than uphill: it is 
difficult to control your speed and to keep your balance, and as you take step after step. so the strain 
on the knees feels greater and the thighs nonnally start Lo shudder on the last descent of the day. 
We walked across a small crag, Seat, before crossing the Scarth Gap Pass to climb Hay Stacks (which 
more or less 10ok the wind out of me, but James egged me on). After grappling with a sheep who 
was after our lunches. we left this complex of crags (made popular by Wainwright in his famous 
guidebooks. though I can't see why) to traverse beneath the rather uninteresting hump of Brandreth 
and the more significant Green Gable and the rounded, dark mass of Great Gable. While Steve and 
James left their rucksacks to make a quick dash to the 980-foot climb up the last mountain. Doug and 
I went ahead (sanely. I believe) to find a campsite at Wasdale Head at the northern end of Wast Water. 
As we rose over the crests of Wasdale Fell. the sight of serene lake stretching out towards the distance, 
with a mountain to the west sliding into its water and the green fields divided by grey lines in its 
valley, promised us shelter in its most splendid majesty. 

Before we could put up the tents. it started to rain and the small lield set aside as a campsite had 
short grass: as a result we camped in a mud-bath. Once our tents were up. however. we only had to 
stick our heads out to cook supper on our 'Trangia' cookers, after which we went to bed relatively 
early. 

On the final day, we got up at about 9.30 a.m. to see that the cloud now hung al two hundred 
metres, accompanied by our old friend, Drizzle. Over a well-cooked breakfast of the famous/infamous 
Baconburger, we debated as to whether we should attempt Scafell in that miserable weather. There 
was a bit of disappointment among the Great Gable climbers when the final decision was not to do so 
and we struck camp, following LingmeU Beck beneath Great Gable. We reached Sty Head and turned 
south.east, rain and thick cloud giving us unwelcome company. On a gradual climb, we could occasion· 
ally make out through the cloud plumetting waterfalls and streams in deep gorges. Visibility was so 
poor that when we reached the point where we were to turn north to go over Allen Crags ('.!575 feet), 
the writer mistook a sheep for a cow: the creature was not much more than twenty yards away. Going 
at a steady pace over wet ground through wet skies. we went on to Glaramara (which was wet). 
reaching the peak having trekked over many crags, streams and boggy patches. From here. we were to 
make our last descent to Seathwaite. where MJAS was to pick us up in the mini-bus. A slight navig
ational error (perhaps) forced us to take action similar to that on Eel Crags: only this time there was 
no snow and we had to be even more cautious on our little. necessary jumps. After the initial obstacle 
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had been dealt with, we still had a steep descent of the fells; James jumped from rock to rock, and 
then told others not to break their ankles. At the bottom, we posed for one final photograph before 
marching (triumphantly?) to Seathwaite, where MI AS welcomed us with a.cup of tea. 

Such a week takes preparation and organisation of all sorts, so I'm sure we who participated would 
like to thank CWM-1 for making the expedition possible ; MJ H, JPW and AGFF for leading our brother
groups; the RSM for doing what must have been a large bulk of the work and for having those welcome 
cups of tea and hot meals ready for us sharply on time; 'that old man' (by voice, not by nature), 
E. Dix Perkin of the fourth form group, who manned the 'phone at the lodge during the fina l two-day 
walk. Now we give grateful thanks to MJAS, not only for his good-humoured endurance of the stick 
we gave him, but also for the leadership he provided (most of the time) for our own group. 

' I suspect it's addictive: a dependence on the stimulus of not only the risk elemenl. which is inherent 
to all adventure, but also the beauty of the mountains and the challenge of the unknown.' - Chris 
Bonnington, as quoted in 'The Guardian', April 22, 1985, after his return from his successful ascent 
of Everest. 

Although Mr. Bonnington faced far greater odds and experienced far worse conditions than we, 
what he said rings true to many fell-walkers, at least in part. ll is difficult to express reasons for why 
we enjoy what seems to the outsider to be a form of masochism. This is possibly because we do not 
know them ourselves: they are too deep within us to pin-point. 1t is even more difficult to convey the 
true feelings felt during those glorious moments which are so worth a bit of discomfort. The best way 
to try and understand is to try it yourself ... and it is addictive. 

Mike Rapport 
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The Caretaker' 
by 

Harold Pinter 

The Powell Hall stage set included an assortment of odds and ends ranging from a ramshackle 
iron bed in the corner of the floor to a bucket suspended from the ceiling by string, in order to catch 
the drips from the leaking roof. A short introduction by the small cast of three ensued and then the 
lights dimmed. 

It is always extremely difficult to attempt an appraisal of any play and 'The Caretaker' was no 
exception. Pinter is always ambiguous in his plays; there is no single explanation to the behaviour of 
the characters involved, and, as we see in the old man Davies, there is something particularly dark and 
sinister in his past life. He constantly refers to his 'pass .. .'and his 'belongings' which are apparently 
held by some individual on the other side of London. Questions automatically arise in the mfods of 
the audience. Who is Davies? Where did he come from? Why is there such enmity between Ashton 
and his younger brother Mick? 

ls the play merely about the relationship of two brothers and the addition ot an outsider, Oavies, 
to their Jives? Critics have made various interpretations of the play. One such idea was that it was 
representative of the new and old religious orders (the two brothers), and that Davies was some sort 
of mythical messiah influencing their ideals. I do not feel that it is the job of the playwright to 
explain his ideas, surely the play is as Pinter stated, merely a 'story of two brothers and a caretaker'? 
If the individual wishes to read between the lines then, of course, he is quite at ease to do so. 

However, the play was exemplary of Pinter's mastery of stagecraft. His unique usage of the dramatic 
pause was self-evident during the play, heightened at the beginning when Mick merely sits motionless 
for what must have been an eternity (but was in fact only tl1irty seconds!) gazing intently into the 
audience. To me, the success of the play was governed by this one act . If the actor could not hold the 
audience during this period then his essential role in the play would have been lost ; nervous chatter 
would have replaced and ftlled the silence and the audience's focus and attention to it irredeemably 
lost. In my opinion, Mick achieved this easily and so at least the essential success of the play had been 
achieved. 

With at least twenty years acting experience between the three actors they were able to hold the 
audience's attention for the rest of the play. Dramatic monologue by Ashton about his serious mental 
breakdown and emotional descriptions of the 'pincers' that were au part of the 'therapy' shocked 
yet captivated the audience into rotal static silence. When Mick threw his Buddah against the wall in 
an angry outburst of rage the effect was only increased and was not lost on the audience. 

The tramp was the touchstone to the play. All subsequent events to the play are governed by the 
irate, wily tramp Davies. Yet there was more to the tramp than a desire for 'a good pair of shoes' and 
a comfortable bed to sleep in. As the part that he played became steadily more discernible the audience 
realized that he was merely playing one brother off against the other. Ultimately he fails so totally 
that he is ordered out of the Oat by Ashton and loses face to both brothers. 

A cloying oppressiveness prevailed in the hall. The events that proceeded were all too simple and 
obvious. The tramp had to fall foul to his own selfish enmity and the brothers had to return to their 
monotonous lifestyles .. Ashton had to build his dreamchild , the shed , and Mick had to reassert his 
dominance over the family , returning to his 'line of things', principally interior design and office 
work. The play had an inevitability about the final outcome, yet when it did finally arrive it was still 
profoundly disturbing. The events were all to closely related to the lifestyles that we lead as human 
beings. Indeed, it is the close association with bare reality (seen in domestic conflicts) that Pinter 
makes in his plays that ensures their success. Naturally a play is useless without the acting talent of 
the actors, but in the case of the 'NOT THE NATIONAL THEATRE COMPANY' group their con· 
siderable experience and skiU was always apparent. 

Indeed. so effective was the performance that it was hard not to forget that nearly all of Pinter's 
themes are only too closely related to the life that we may unknowingly lead. 

E. G. Dru Drury 
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'Everything you wanted to know about democracy but were too scared to ask' 
or 

Guatemala 

The five actors represented a cross section of the so-called Guatemalan 'society'. On one side the 
observer was greeted with the political exterior. exemplified by the military junta, in this case upheld 
by Oscar. He represented the thin political fa9ade that the military has tried to force upon the country. 
By quoting a long list of trade and industry figu res, including luxury cash crops such as coffee and 
cotton, Oscar attempted to point out the economic viability of his great country. Yet it was hard to 
ignore the fact that Guatemala has the world's worst human rights record - 38,000 people have 
'disappeared' in Guatemala over the past thirty years. Supporting this upper echelon of society came 
the horsewoman who seemed a typical example of the product of a highly successful South American 
businessman, probably the sort who owns extensive cattle ranches throughout the region. This 
woman's highest priority was to ride competitively in the U.S.A. and she had very little idea of the 
poverty facing the majority of her country. To her, the shop-floor mi litancy of the workers in her 
uncle's Coca Cola factory seemed both irrational and quite intolerable. 

The 'other hair was contrastingly represented by a young Mayan Indian girl and a freedom-fighter 
guerilla. The young girl spoi..e: quietly yet emotionally about her Life; she had no education and cared 
little for politics but only desired peace and stability. Her simplicity of life was irreversibly connected 
with 'mother earth ' but this too had been threatened by wholesale commercial exploitation. To her, 
the gap between rich and poor was ever widening. The guerilla freedom-fighter , also a woman, had a 
fierce patriotism for her country and an even stronger hatred for the present regime. As always, 
however. her ideologies had been tainted by both Marxist and Maoist influences; like so many young 
guerillas she remained an irreversible idealist. To her the democratic state of her country could be 
likened to a kite, a kite which was flown by the rich from the strings on the ground, with the backing 
from the military. 

Daren remained the third party and ignorant of Guatemala's ills. Indeed, he was a young black 
South Londoner who had very Little idea that such a country existed in the first place. For, on hearing 
of it for the first time he was convinced that it was the name of some 'way out' pop group. 

Anyway. to a young South Londoner working in a McDona!ds the internal struggle in Guatemala 
seemed to him both irrelevant and too far away to concern him. All that he wanted to do was Live 
his own life and 'keep it simple'. 

As the continuous dialogue passed from one extreme to the other, a clearer picture began to 
develop in my own mind of the reaJ position of Guatemala , a picture that could no longer be obscured 
by official sources or by a political fa9ade. Both the internal policies of the country and those who 
implemented them could be blamed for the present political situation in Guatemala , but so too could 
be the developed countries of the U.S.A. and G.B. The external pressure of such countries (such as 
Europe and especially U.S.A.) on the economy has forced Guatemala to grow coffee for cheap export 
and set up Coca Cola factories and fast-food chains in order to meet increasing trade deficits. o, the 
Guatemalan problem is not merely an isolated incident but a theme inherent to South America as a 
whole. 1 or should we shrug and ignore its plight for we are all, in some way. responsible for the 
present situation. The feeling that came across most strongly during the evening. was that , despite 
the Catch 22 position in Guatamela, we should become more aware of the problems of Central America. 

The players spoke with conviction and emotion about the topic and kept their characterizations 
after their dialogue had finished as questions bombarded them from all corners of the PoweU Hall. 
Whether the military junta could correct the country's ills more successfully than the avowed mllitary 
guerilla freedom-fighters is debatable and unlikely in the individual case of Guatemala. Perhaps the 
particularly simple yet moving arternpt by the company to portray the ills in Guatemala has been the 
most significant step in making the majority of us aware of a complex and complicated situation ap
parent in the world today. If its aims were merely to enlighten the audience about Guatemala then 
the activist group achieved such aims admirably as became only too apparem due to the considerable 
variety of questions asked after the show! 
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Many plays were produced in the Powell Hall last tem1, one of which was 'La Le9on' by Eugene 
Ionesco. The choice is amusing in so much as the play was a language play - not only was it in 
French, but its subject matter was language as well . 

The play rotates around a lesson given by a professor (Mr. Wellby) to a pupil (Anne-Laure Guion). 
The struggle between these characters is twofold: on the surface, an educational one, as the professor 
tries, frequently in vain, to teach the most basic grammatical and arithmetical ideas to the ignorant 
girl. But beneath this lies a tenser, more dour psychological battle. At the beginning of the play, one 
notices the confidence which radiates from the pupil, sharply contrasting with the apprehensive 
self.<loubtful professor. But as the play proceeds, the professor gains in assurance and domination, 
derived from his superior role as a giver, a prescriber of meanings . Because words must have tl1e 
significance he gives them the pupil comes under his dominance, theatrically concretised by her rape 
and murder. The maid (Sacha Langton), however, in turn dominates the professor like a malignant 
mother-figure, and is immune when he attacks her, simply because she is not one of his pupils. The 
fall of the pupil is exemplified by a sudden , violent toothache which gradually spreads to the whole 
body , and symbolises the victory of body over mind, and giving in to the pain to the point of offering 
no struggle against the professor's knife. 

'La Le9on' represents an omnipresent relationship between Superior and Inferior: if tl1e servant 
(pupil) gets too big for his boots, then the master (professor) must strike him down (or kill him). 
The political implication of domination is certainly present in the play; but it is only one aspect of 
its main proposition, which hinges on the sexual nature of all power and the relationship between 
language and power as the basis of all human ties. 

The acting was of a very professional standard, and all three concerned must be congratulated. 
What is more, the play was entertaining through its own virtues, and not that of the actors. 

A. R. Vassigh 

Thespians Play - 'Tons of Money' 

It is impossible to give a good report on this play. Directed, organized , acted and produced by the 
lower sixth , it had all the essential ingredients of a really a ppa!J ing farce - it was embarrassing, silly , 
and appealed to the popular masses; it was long-winded , old, obsolete, obscene, incomprehensible, 
over-in1aginative, ridiculous, 'farcical', over.excitable and downright juvenile. The lead actor was 
successively an inane fop, a clergyman and an American tycoon, in all of which roles he was partic
ularly offensive and remarkably foolish , only bettered by his sidekick wife, whose menta l and ex
aggerated vacancy left nobody unimpressed. The inevitable butler looked more and more like a tramp 
as time went on, owing to the make-up congealing around hfa collar , and the chambermaid looked 
as if she could have done with far less time in the chamber, frankly . However, all these notable cretins 
sink into obscurity compared with the lunacy of the actor playing Henery - either he needs his 
tongue removing (refer to Ingrid), or he should at least get that hairstyle seen to - definitely the 
greatest member of the Thespians. Bland, blatant and shockingly frank, he epitomized the Thespian 
mentality . The actress who had a peculiar fetish for kissing all and sundry was inordinately blase and 
quite inappropriately lewd for a school production, only outdone for extravagant, asinine behaviour 
by tl1e lawyer , who produced maps, money and cigarettes instead of bills and telegrams, and developed 
a sixth sense enabling him to predict phone calls seconds before they happened. However , it must 
be to the gardener that the wally prize is awarded (did you see that cucumber?), followed closely by 
the forgetful aunt, both of whom reflected the sad , miserable and wretched state of the entire play. 

Though it was all this and much more, it cannot be denied that 'Tons of Money' was a briUiant , 
star._c;tudded production with amazing vitality, fluidity and stunning success, and it really made people 
laugh! Thanks to J. Rapson and bis team of backstage men, especially J. Arnold, the props man , 
without whom there would have been no cucumber and many disasters more than there were. Most 
of all. thanks to all those idiot enough to act in it , and all idiot enough to come and watch! 

J. D. McAree (Director , co-ordinator and general dogsbody - and gardener!!) 
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Lyon House Play - 'Cat Among the Pigeons' 

For a production which had been given unfavourable word-of-mou th reports before the fust 
showing by members of Lyon House itself (for their safety, I cannot disclose their names), 'Cat 
Among the Pigeons' proved to be an extremely hilarious play through the evident enjoyment of the 
actors themselves and, needless to say, an amusing script. T he majority of the actors, Charles Fox 
and Jeremy Pickles in particular, seemed to have allowed themselves to be totally engulfed within 
the characters they were portraying and so there was an aiI of total commitment to their roles; and 
the product was a lively performance. 

The play is a farce revolving around Bois d'Enghien (Jonathon Hudson), who is the fiance of 
Viviane (Lucinda Harvey), the daughter of Baroness Duverger (Sarah Kemp), who happens to be an 
acquaintance of d' Engh ien's lover. Lucette (Jane Collie), who is unaware of Viviane. The predictable 
happens: Viviane, d'Enghien and Lucette end up under the same roof; Lucette rather unsubtly 
manoeuvres d 'Enghien into embarrassment before Viviane, breaking up the engagement in its final 
stages. This leads also t o U1e destruction of Lucette's relationship with d' Enghien . So no one is happy 
until Viviane, who has admitted earlier that the man of her dreams would be one who had been in 
and out of bed with a few women beforehand, f111ds d'Enghien in his Oat and re-establishes their 
engagement. 

Jonathon Hudson presented Bois d' Enghien smoothly: he put on the superficial affection for 
Lucette so that the audience knew that it was false, yet Lucette obviously did not. The panic and 
comic tension which cl 'Enghie11 experiences in his tricky situations have neatly been symbolised by 
his ruffling of serveral copies of the 'Figaro' throughout the play: the newspaper has announced his 
marriage to Viviane. The cunning of d'Enghien as he exploited every opportunity to manoeuvre out 
of difficulty was humorously expressed not only by his actions, but by the expression which Jonathon 
Hudson put onto his face and in his voice. When he is at the Baroness· (and Viviane's) home , the 
anxiety Hudson shows in d'Enghien when Lucette springs a surprise visit gives the play a truly farcical 
atmosphere. As the situation worsens for d 'Enghien, so he gives up trying to be poli te and charming 
to Lucette - a gradua l transformation well-mastered here - and so the humour continues. 

Jane Collie as Lucette smiled so much throughout the play that even when she was meant to be 
fainting tluough the shock of hearing that her beloved d'Enghien was to be married, she had more 
than a trace of a smile on her face . She brings over the excessively romantic character in Lucette well, 
with the high. sighing voice and her enthusiasm for d'Enghien coupled with the latter's contrary 
reaction to Lucette gave a touch of classical comedy. Her conveying of surprise was not realistic, but 
because surprise is a retlex which we ourselves ca110ot consciously control. then surely it must be 
difficult for any actor or actress to make a conscious effort to be surprised. Her anger was funny, 
probably because the sight o f an angry woman can sometimes be amusing (and I apologise to any 
feminists for that statement) . With Jayne Ranner as Marceline. Luce tte's sister. Jane Collie forms a 
good acting team: the bickering of the two sisters portrayed over how to handle a stubborn wardrobe 
door (the problem has arisen because d 'Enghien is hiding in the wardrobe and is clinging to the door) 
has a touch of reality: Marceline has a sort of cheek as the younger sister while Lucette is a bossy 
elder one. 

Lucette has another lover, or at least an infatuated admirer, General lrrigua (Charles f ox), who is 
extremely upset over the fac t that Luceue loves another man. Charles Fox maintains a Mexican accent 
throughout the play - an ach ievement which can be applauded. His bursts of emotion are hysterical: 
many times I was shaking from head to toe with laughter. lrrigua is emotional and his attempts at 
romance and cha rm are spoilt by the weaknesses of his uncontrollable personality: he gives a bouquet 
of tlowers to Marceline, a charming gesture. but lrrigua spoils the charm by saying that they were 
cheaper than those he had sent to Lucetre. but were easier to carry . He is making romantic overtures 
to Lucette and then damages them with his mischief - and this Charles Fox does with that rise of 
the eyebrows and audacious tone of voice - by saying, ·Where your bedroom?' Irrigua is also well
presented as being ungracious: his interpreter Antonio (Derek finch) is called by the general 
numerous times during his pleading with Lucette for help in his French (Engl ish in our case). Antonio 
is o n the scene before we can blink and stands in a rigid, exaggerated. military stance and, having 
enlightened the general. is thanked only by strokes from his baton to clear him off. lrrigua is told by 
d'Enghien that the timid, rather uninteresting Bouzin (Jeremy Pickles) is the other lover to Lucette 
and the general puts on a cunning smile as he resolves to kill the harmless Bouzin. The aggression and 
high-pitched exclamation of 'Bouzin ! ' by lrrigua as the gentleman named enters, coupled with the 
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latter's absolute terror of the fo rmer is what makes the play as memorab le as it is. From their first 
meeting, the dithering Boutin, whose voice is carried across by Jeremy Pick les asa whining and quaking 
one (one cannot ask for better), and the red-faced. moustached lrrigua play cat and mouse, with 
d'Enghien, who started it all, trying to keep them apart . 

Among the fi rst in the play to suffer from Bouzin's company is Baroness Duverger, portrayed by 
Sarah Kemp as a cold woman with an unnecessary air of superiority over those around her. The 
greatest laughter caused by the Baroness was probably when she uses that very English way of com
municating with a foreigner, in this case Viviane's governess. Fraulein (Catriona Davey) - she shouts, 
but the language barrier is too much. and the expression of frustration and then resignation on Sarah 
Kemp's face is superb. 

Her daughter Viviane says relatively little in the play considering that the character is so important 
co the plot. This is fortunate because Lucinda Harvey's voice is quite high-pitched (which is nobody's 
fault, not even the director's), and so sometimes it did not carry across to the audience. 

The friend to both Lucette and the Baroness, de Fontanet, is excellently portrayed by Richard 
Bridge as the stereotype Frenchman: elegant, and whose angry outbursts arc firm, with a controlled 
passion behind them, but brief, and this anger turns to charm, though nothing can amend his bad 
breath. 

Lucette's manager, de Chenneviette, is another amusing character, cold and practical. and Andrew 
Arnold augments this with a stern , joyless tone of voice without any smiles and no real generous arm 
gestures which we would expect from any other Frenchman. 

One or two accidents with the props added to the enjoyment of the play; the ward robe door nearly 
broke off, making it difficult for Jonathon Hudson to close it behind him ; the ca rd in a bouquet of 
nowers fell out , which left the actors looking fo r it among the leaves and stems for longer than they 
anticipated; once the door-belJ of the imaginary door to d'Enghien's nat missed its cue: and Jean 
(Charles Hoffman), d'Enghien's valet, forgot to pretend to open the invisible door before stepping 
through it. These mistakes were by no means disastrous and emphasised the enjoyment which both 
cast and audience were experiencing. 

Any farce by Georges Feydeau requires to be played at speed and this is difficult to obtaiJL The 
occasional lack of emotion and the tiny pauses in between cues did damage some good acting more 
than once. but there was quite a high degree of speed reached and the apparent commitment of the 
cast made the production a shining piece of work and set an example of what a house play should be 
all abou t : an amateur production. where minor mistakes do not carry any weight against it, and 
which is enjoyed by all. 

Finally. a player worth mentioning is Jonathon Wentworth as le Concierge; his line 'Got the little 
pervert" shall be remembered by au . . . you showed us that time, Jock! 

Mike Rapport 
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Hockey - 1st XI 

The Lent term started in its normal way; snow, rain and frost. Unfortunately due to the elements 
our first match at Downside on their shale all-weather was entered without ever having practiced 
on a full-size pitch. Up 10 this point practice had been restriced to an area cleared of snow on the 
Upper tennis courts or the sports hall. The problems on view at that early stage were to find a competent 
centre back and a sweeper to play at the back. The former job went to Jim Pitman, who seemed co 
relish the tight marking role he was given; U1e position of sweeper was basically open to anyone who 
could stop and hit a hockey ball. Being the last line of defence and Orst line of attack proved to give 
all those who played there an attack of nerves. The lack of a player of stature in this position was 
undoubtedly the reason for a number of nervous defensive games and the giving away not only of 
territory . but of soft goals. 

Considering the lack of practice the draw at Downside was a creditable result, especially as the 
umpire (from Downside) stopped the game 10 minutes early . Enqu iries as to why proved incon
clusive, although ii seemed he was unfamiliar with the ways of a stop wa tch. The match against 
Monk ton Combe, on a very wet Upper. was a disappoin tment considering the possession and pressure 
being exerted on the opposition. Yer again soft goals were our downfa ll. On tltis occasion the count 
of misses was close to double fi gures, with some of the misses not actually involving any defenders. 
A single goal de l"eat by Bryanston on the Girls' School all-weather was a fai r resul Lon the day. 

The wins which followed over King's, Tau11ton and Bruton showed the side in a diffe rent light, 
being much sharper and faster to the ball than they had been previously. Taunton, in my absence, 
was a story of missed chances against a rather poor side by their standards. The away trip to Marl
borough was made with a certain feeling of doom. The initial period of play did nothing to Lift it 
with our opponents virrually encamped in our circle . The half time score read Sherborne 2 - Marl
borough 0. Having lef1 our half three times in the first session scoring two and missing an open goal 
was certainly a lesson for someone (probably Marlborough). ln the second half play was now equal, 
very much our direct style as compared to intricate stick work of Marlborough. In the end with the 
score 3 ·all. Marlborough was awarded a short comer which hit the post. followed by another which 
was calmly deOected by Jim Pitman. followed. I am thankful to say. by the final whistle. 

Our match versus Mill field on their all-weather was undoubtedly the low point of the season; the 
first half of this game against a highly talented X1 resulted in us being behind by five clear goals. 
The greatest disappointment was our lack of aggression. our willingness to watch our opponents play 
and the fact tl1a1 we had stopped running - even if it were after shadows. One hopes that this forty 
minutes was a small blemish in a school where the desire 10 win is held fairly high up the order. 
Unfortunately on this showing we were far from being deserving of the name - first XI. 

Although losing to Can ford the fact we played our first game on artificial turf proved to be almost 
a bonus. Perhaps at this stage next year we shall have a similar surface in use on the Upper. To play 
matches on this surface ensures better hockey . allied to the skills which can be acquired when a practice 
area is continually available. The thougl11 of having an artificial turf pitch on which to practice and 
play will undoubtedly raise the standard of hockey skills throughout the school. 

Finally our trip to Oxford not on ly produced good hockey, but also a very sociable three days. 
The results speak fo r themselves, the 011ly blemish being the defea t by Framlingham on a tarmac 
pitch at Stowe. Our opponents un lortuna tely were more familia r with this type of surface than we 
were. Possibly the high point of the term was the match against Dulw ich when everything seemed to 
slot into place. All the hard work proved to be well worth the visit. 

My thanks mus1 go, first to GCA. for all his help on the Upper with both 1st and 2nd Xi's: to 
MM W for his ability to help individuals in the side: to Mark Wrigh1 and Jim Pitman for all their 
hard work both on and off the lleld. Finally my thanks to all those who performed on the Upper for 
making a difficult season. due to weather and results. extremely enjoyable. 
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Results: Downside D 1 - 1 
Monkton Combe L 3 - 4 
Bryanston L 0 - 1 
King's Taunton w 2 - 1 
King's Bru ton w 5 - l 
Taunton D l - I 
Marlborough D 3 - 3 
Mill field L l - 6 
Michaelhouse w 1- 0 
Can ford L 0 - 4 
Dorset 'A' w 3 - 1 
Pilgrims L 4 - 5 

Oxford Hockey Festival 

Strathallam w 2 - 0 
Dulwich w 7 - 3 
Tonbridge D 2 - 2 
Framlingham L 1 - 4 
Dean Close w 5 - I 

Team: Rew B., Pitman J., Wright M. (Captain), Millar F., Bradby T., Rosser D. , Rix C., Jory R. , 
Sirley R., Kardooni A., Brown J., Longman J. 

Also played: White J., Milne J., Jodrell J., Thomson-Glover J ., Stober D. 

D.A. Scott 

2nd XI Hockey 

Enjoying a season's sport normally involves winning the majority of the fixtures, and doing that 
handsomely. The 2nd XT did not win many fixtu res, but they did enjoy a season U1at was certainly 
not aJI plain-sailing. 

On Downside's hard surface, the team, having met each other on the coach, gave a not surprisingly 
unconvincing display. Monkton Combe were allowed to score two very soft goals before the team 
started to retaliate, and an exciting draw was contested with King's Taunton. The team deserved a 
draw at Milton Abbey, but let their first XI snatch a victory right at the death. So far there had been 
little to encourage players, coaches or umpires, but against King's Bru ton the team finally looked as 
if they wanted to win - the inclusion of a goal-scoring centre foiward did help! Back to playing 
1st Xi's. At Clayesmore, the team again gave away two goals, and though numerous chances were 
there fo r the taking, only one was accepted. There should have followed a draw with Taunton, but 
a penalty stroke was not accepted. Marlborough on a cold day isn't welcoming - on a very cold day, 
even less so! Against Millfield , however , the whole team played to their full potential, and the opposition 
really did not know what had hit them. The season ended on a very low note with the disappointing 
defeat by a technically superior Canford side. 
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Bryan kept very soundly throughout , and occasionally with brilliance. In front of him Knott, 
Jodrell and Hobbs aJl had their moments, though panic is never a substitute for safety! Stober, before 
his departure for foreign climes, Keeling and Chambers worked quite hard in midfield, without really 
convincing that they were at full tilt. Milne and Rix did most work. and improved greatly as their 
confidence increased. Up front. wingers Hjaltun, Dean, Thomson-Glover and Cumming provided a 
fairly competent service, though too often they had to chase overhit passes. White worked hard in 
the middle, but the main threat to defences was Brain - transferred from the 4th XI for a generous 
fee, he scored over half the team's goals, a fitting reward for his direct running and tenacious ap
proach. 

Undoubtedly some of these players have much ability, but success was elusive because of a lack of 
the steel and nerve that is vital to winning sides. They lost five matches by only one goal - four of 
these results should have been reversed. Only once were they outplayed. More than once they out
played their opponents. 

My thanks to Henry Jodrell and Jerry Milne for captaining efficiently and diplomatically; to DAS 
for patient advice and coaching; to Mervyn Brown and his team for providing playing surfaces, what
ever the weather conditions, and to the team themselves, for I enjoyed the season at leas t! 

Results: Played 10, Won 2, Lost 7, Drawn l 

Downside 
Monkton Combe 
King's Taunton 
Milton Abbey 1 St 

King's Bruton 
Clayesmo re 1st 
Taunton 
Marlborough 
Mill field 
Can ford 
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L 
L 
D 
L 
w 
L 
L 
L 
w 
L 

.1 - 2 
1 - 3 
I - I 
J - 2 
5 - 2 
) - 2 
1 - 2 
2 - 3 
3 - 1 
0-3 

G.C.A. 



3rd Xl Hockey 

A unique season for the 3rd XI in that not a single victory was recorded. What went wrong? 
Certainly there was no shortage of enthusiasm, and the hockey was enjoyed by the vast numbers who 
played under the guise of the 3rd XI. There cannot have been another season so badly hit by the 
weather and cancellations, or by the dearth of hands on the Lower. Not a single member of last year's 
team was still around to provide experience nor was there a member of last year's Colts 'A Xl to 
provide the skill. Under such circumstances the prospects were not bright. In the few practice games 
which were played early in the term several players showed good stick work and caught the eye. How
ever, they needed time and in matches they were less effective than the more direct type of player. 

In goal Vassigh played with increasing confidence a11d his excellent performance at Marlborough 
kept us in the game . Colin Lee was strong in the tackle and looked a natural sweeper. He was one of 
the few players who looked capable of playing at a higher level. Heywood developed well although a 
little inclined to misjudge his tackles by diving in for the ball with little chance of getting it. The half 
backs of Williams, Nisbet and Boutin completed an all Lower Sixth defence. They lacked an instinctive 
sense of positional play but next year they should form the basis of a solid midfield . The old men of 
the team played up front , with apologies to Spencer-Jones on the left wing. Brittan, the wild, when 
he made contact with the ball, sent across some good crosses, but the midfield trio of Rucker, Bridges 
and Woodburn, were rather too nice. All were inclined to drift to the left instead of punching hard 
at the opposition. Even so we scored in each match and hit the post on 3 occasions withou t the ball 
going in tile net. Again this must be something of a record . All the forwards cou ld strike the ball 
well, but all too often goals are scored from picking up rebounds and following in half cleared shots. 
We were not good at this! 

The matches? A one-all draw against Dauntsey's and 2 - I defeats against Taunton, Canford and 
Marlborough. By no means a disgrace, and my thanks to Ru Rucker for leading a varying band of 
players cheerfully and efficiently ttuoughout the season. 

Results: Played 5, Drawn 1, Lost 4 

Team: Vassigh, Lee C., Heywood , Williams, Nisbet, Boutin, Brittan , Rucker, Bridges, Woodburn, 
Spencer-Jones, Hjaltun, Appleby, Chang, Macdonald , Ward, Dean, Chambers. 

M.J.H. 
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4th XI 

Despite a very slow start to the term's hockey owing to the appalling weather conditions, and many 
changes in the team throughout the term, it was a successful season in terms of results and we enjoyed 
the particular brand of enthusiasm to be found in the lower squad. 

Basic skills were understandably lacking in our first match, but Bulstrode put in two opportunist 
goals and Van Haaps put in a head-high net-breaker. At Milton Abbey the man of the moment was 
Brain. Well supplied by wings and halves in good conditions, he put in three very good goals and was 
subsequently head-hunted by GCA for the Seconds. This was our best match. 

In very poor conditions and on a muddy pitch we managed to put seven goals past a young and 
agricultural side from King's Bruton. When he didn't overrun himself Brittan put in some very good 
crosses from the right wing, which Bridges and Beatty exploited to our advantage. It was virtually a 
scratch side that played Taunton due to injury and illness. This was a competitive game on a finn 
pitch, and success was due to an inspired shot from Haffner, who by now had learned to strike ha.rd 
and early, and to some excellent goalkeeping by Pomeroy. 

The sun came out at Clayesmore for the first time in the term, and the team was so surprised that 
they were down 0 - 3 before they knew what was happening. We were up against a more physical 
and challenging side and were duly beaten. The score would have been considerably l1igher had not 
out backs, Chang and Haywood been determined in defence. At Marlborough we were forced to 
abandon the pitch twice because of hail , and were extremely lucky to beat a superior side, against the 
run of play. Again, solid defence at the back, tireless industry in mid field from Appleby, and cool 
leadership from Macdonnell paid good dividends. 

We were overwhelmed by a boisterous and determined Canford side. Hazel stepped in as a re
placement al the last minute, which was much appreciated, and played an inspired game. Lytle C. 
and Tuke N. showed great energy and enthusiasm as well, but it was not to be our day. 

The game against the Girls' School lst XI was much enjoyed by players and spectators alike. The 
girls played tenaciously but we beat them 2 - 0, 

Results: Played 8. Won 6, Lost 2 

Monkcon Combe 
Milton Abbey 
King's Bruron 
Taunton School 
Clayesmore (2nd XI) 
Marlborough 
Can ford 
SGS 

w 
\V 
w 
w 
L 
w 
L 
w 

3 - 0 
4-0 
7 - 0 
1 - 0 
0-3 
2 - 0 
2-4 
2 - 0 

Team: Pomeroy, Chang, Haywood, Appleby. Ward A., Haffner, Beatty, Rucker, Van Haaps, Bulstrode , 
Dowding, Hazel, Lee, Macdonnell, Woodburn. Young, Nisbet, Brain , Brittan, Crozier.Cole, 
Lytle J. , Tuke N., Castle, Fyfe, Groom , Canning. 

M.J .A.S. 
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5th XI 

A draw which should have been a win against a Milton Abbey 3rd Xf, a convincing win against a 
Clayesmore 3rd XI , and a narrow victory, which should have been easier , against a Marlborough 5th 
XI, combined to provide the 5th XI with another unbeaten season. 

The attitude of the 5th XI tends to be one of slash and hope, and in fact, the often very ruraJ 
performance put up added to the enjoyment of the game by many. 

As always the 5th is the team to suffer from injuries higher up, and so throughout the season we 
were plagued by the stealing of our best players by the 4th XI. 

Yet the most important part of our team remained unchanged throughout the season. Matthew 
Chandler kept solidly with the occasional flash of brilliance, even if there was one near fataJ mistake! 
Kevin Canning was a very solid and reliabJe back, whilst Giles Gould managed to club the ball to 
most parts of the pitch throughout the season , even if no one could stop the ball. 

The half line included such names as Charlie Lytle and Bill deLa Hay , who were both to be later 
lost to the 4th XI , who both shone in mid-field; whilst numbers were made up invariably by James 
Owen, Nick Lockwood and Jerry Castle, all of whom performed to their credit, bearing in mind their 
lack of hockey. 

More goals would surely have been scored had the various forwards employed managed to hit the 
net as many times as they either missed open goals or shot over the crossbar; recognition in this depart
ment must surely go to Nick Tuke, Chuck Groom, Richard Lee and Neil Bu lstrode. The wings were 
made up of Rob Lowry, Howard Young, Joe Farmer and James Kellow, who all , if nothing else, 
tried hard! 

The 'also played' must include a brief appearance by Nick Allen before the 4th XI stole yet another 
solid player; but, all in all , an enjoyable season; and that's really what counts, even though it's nice to 
win a few. 

Finally, thanks must go to Dr. Gardner for his organisation and his amazing ability to produce 
l I men at all times to represent the 5th Xl. 

Giles Gould 
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Colts A 

Away at Downside on a hard pitch! What a test in the first match of the term, with only one out
door practice behind us! But this side was one with detennination and a professional attitude to 
winning on Saturdays. Even without any proper practice the team knuckled down to doing a job in 
this first match of the season, a job they were to continue to do all term with increasing confidence. 
Despite an obvious amount of rustiness from a year without picking up a hockey stick they acquitted 
themselves admirably. Even at this early stage some of the best qualities of the team were beginning 
to emerge - unselfishness, putting team success above personal glory, hard work (from most of the 
players). Christmas indulgence had left the team unfit but they played as hard as they were able until 
the final whistle went, when they emerged 2 - 0 up thanks to 2 open play goals by Julius Longman 
and a save on the line by Cameron Dunn. 

The next Saturday we were away again, this time at Monkton Combe. TI1is week .it was a grass 
pitch, and the team adap ted well. Despite having had 80% of the play in the first half we turned 
round I - 0. Everything had gone right for us in the first half except the ball going in the goal. This 
was immediately put right when with the first move of the second half, we scored; after this we didn't 
look back. Thence to King's Taunton on a bitterly cold afternoon. In the first half we looked dis
enchanted with hockey in particular and life in general; we were lucky not to be two or three goals 
down at half-time and probably would have been but for an excellent display by goalkeeper and 
backs. After the interval we came out a changed side, with new resolve and effort, to snatch a victory 
with goals from Wright and Longman. 

After half-term when we had our first home game, we entertained King's Bruton on a wet, windy 
cold afternoon on a muddy grass pitch, the team proved equal to this challenge and should in truth 
have scored many more than 2. Thence to Taunton School where the team probably played their 
best hockey of the season, in the first half, scoring 3 in the first 20 minutes and putting the game 
beyond a skilful Taumon side's reach. 

Our only mid..week game was against Marlborough and a rearrangement of the team following 
Julius Longman's promotion proved unsuccessful and temporarily upset the rhytlun. We still had 
territorially more of the game but failed to score. On Saturday, the team was back in full stride, 
scoring 4 to beat a talented Millfield side. including a well-struck winner by Andy Morton in the last 
5 minutes. TI1e team. by this stage used to winning, despite on this day playing poorly especially in 
the ftrst half, won its last match scoring two second half goals. 

So to the last game of the season with only Can ford between them and an undefeated season. Two 
open play goals, one by Tom Wilson on his debut and the other a fine one-handed effort by Simon 
Oliver. 

This was a good team who learnt during the season how to play well together. I look forward to 
seeing many of them in the first team in the future. 

Results: Played 8, Won 7, Drawn 1. Goals for - 20, Goals against - 6 

Downside 
Monkton Combe 
King's Taunton 
King's Bruton 
Taunton 
Marlborough 
Millfield 
Can ford 

w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
D 
w 
w 

2-0 
3-1 
2-0 
2 - 0 
5 -2 
0 - 0 
4 -3 
2 - 0 

Team: Kraunsoe, Cunningham, Dunn. McLean. Wright, Siegle, Morton. Davis C .. Longman. Campbell, 
Oliver, Eeles. 

Also played: Burn. Ainger, Wilson 
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Junior Colts 

The season's resu lts betray the abundance of talent within the year group. It became apparent as 
the season wore on, that there were many gifted players, who hadn't previously received recognition. 
The selection of teams was made difficult by the inclement weather and lack of a hard surface to 
practice or play on. 

The team took on Downside in their first match without even having played a game. Due to some 
rather naive defensive play we suffered a 6 - J defeat. The following match against Monkton Combe 
could have gone either way but we held out to win 2 - 1. A long break, two matches being cancelled, 
wasn't the ideal build-up to tackling King's Taunton. The opposition were skilled and outplayed us to 
win 4 - 0. A comprehensive victory over King's Bruton boosted the team's morale and we travelled 
to Taunton with high hopes. Squandered opportunities in the first minutes of the game proved costly 
and we stumbled to a 2 - 0 defeat. After last year's result (1 - 9) the team began nervously against 
Marlborough. They played some of their best hockey during the second half but were unable to make 
up a 2 - l deficit. Heavily depleted by illness and Confinnation we faced a strong Mill field side. 
An exciting game ended in a 4 - 4 draw, Llewellyn scoring a hat-trick. The final match of the season 
with Can ford was played on the Upper in brilliant sunshine. A most enjoyable game quite justly ended 
in a 2 - 2 draw. 

Rew in goal was always solid and dependable. Wood and Forgione played in various defensive 
positions and although U1e fom1er was sometimes wild with his stick play, they could both be relied 
upon to cover endlessly. The mid-field combination of Jones, Hodges and Kilmartin made up for 
their lack of pace with intelligent positional play. Up front Jodrell made many goal opportunities, 
few of which were converted. The inclusion of Reay at centre forwarded added a certain forthrightness 
to the attack and Llewellyn's move to inside left suited his more delicate skills. The long-overdue 
promotion of Drake to the left wing added an extra dimension to the team's play, many ofllis hard-hit 
centres finding the right wing. The side was ably led by Alexander from inside right. An exceptionally 
talented player, he embarrassed many defences with his dribbling. 

The B team captained by \Vheeler had a successful season scoring five goals in each of their first 
four games. They only lost once to Marlborough . 

Results: Played 7, Won 5, Drawn 1, Lost 1 

A Team: J. Rew, A. Wood, M. Forgione, T. Jones, P. Hodges, S. Kilmartin , W. Jodrell, J. Alexander 
(Captain), A. Reay, A. Llewellyn. J. Drake. 

B Team: R. Bagnall, T. Massa, A. Vaux, M. Kilburn, C. Wllittell, M. Evans, A. Burns, D. Finch, 
A. Westwater , E. Masters , E Swift. D. Wheeler (Captain). 

J.P.W. 

Under-14 

As far as under-14 hockey is concerned, 1985 must surely go down as the season that never was. 
With six out of the eleven fix tu res cancelled, on account of the wea U1er or illness, and similarly much 
practice time lost, it was impossible to develop the considerable potential which the team possessed. 

Only one match was played before ha! f term and that against Monkton Combe on their hard surface. 
This was worth two goals to them and they duly won 2 - 0. After half-term the match against King's 
Bruton was probably the best of the season but ended with a 4 - 3 victory for Bruton. Marlborough. 
having crushed us by a 9 - 0 victory the previous season, were held to a I - l draw which was 
satisfying, and the team then had its one win of the season beating Millfield I - 0. In the final match 
against Canford they went down 4 - 3, illness having decimated both teams. Generally it was a season 
one would like to forget but not the players , who did their best under difficult circumstances. 
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Good goalies are always difficult to find at this level but Robert Barber showed considerable courage 
and detennination and the scores show he did not let many through. Of the two backs. Mark Lloyd 
was outstanding, playing with intelligence and hitting the ball very well. Julian Pratt improved a great 
deal during the season and is also a powerful hitter of the ball. Al centre half Perrin Carey is a player 
of class but needs to commit himself in a more determined manner. At wing half John de la Hey 
beavered away very effectively and Simon Black was solid and secure. 

The forwards had a good deal of potential but lacked the practice to get the experience of working 
together and consequently did not score many goals. Robert Kitchin, on the right wing, was a very 
good attacking player who will go far. Wi th Michael Colby inside him they could make a good attacking 
pair in the fu ture. At centre forward Charles Painter relied more on size than skill , but he is fas t and, 
provided he gets the ball in the right place, can be assured of having a good shot at the goal. On the 
left Charles Murray is a neat player with considerable potential. Similarly Tim Robertson on the left 
wing, but more experience is needed. 

The B team, despite playing only four matches out of nine, had a very successful season and won 
them all, including a 9 - 0 victory over King's Bruton. Space prevents mentioning all the players but 
there are many of high quality. Particular congratulations to their captain Andrew Canning. I will be 
surprised if he is not in the A team next year when, let us hope, more hockey will be achieved . 

Results: A Team - Played 5, Won I. , Drawn 1, Lost 3 
B Team - Played 4 , Won 4 
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Soccer 1985 

The term's first practice, although on a Carey's clad in a couple of inches of snow. made it clear 
that the previous year's problem - goalscoring-would not worry us this year.111e wealth of experience 
in midfield would provide good, regular service for the strikers, who were fast and accurate. However, 
it soon became equally clear that we might have problems at the other end, since even those who 
offered themselves as defenders seemed mostly to see their role as old-fashioned half-backs operating 
in the middle third of the pitch. That we would play attacking football was obviously laudable. but 
would we score more than we were going to let in? 

Overall we finished ahead. as the season's bare facts show played 8. won 4, drawn 1, lost 3: 
goals for 25. goals against 21. 111ese results. I feel. are a fair reflection on a team who were enter
taining (i.e. unpredictable). adventurous (i.e. fooll1ardy) and committed (i.e. the opposition needed 
shin-pads), who wanted to enjoy themselves and who gave much enjoyment to those who worked 
with them. 

The season started on a high note as we ran Can ford ragged to score almost al will; but if this was 
our zenith, the nadir was close at hand when the following week we were unceremoniously, heavily 
crushed by an experienced Downside. It was a much-ehanged and chastened side which took the field 
for the next game against Foster's. to give a good account of itself especially defensively. A hard
fought draw seemed an equitable result. Penal servitude deprived us of a number of key players for 
the Pilgrims match, but their replacements deputized very well, enabling us LO win handsomely. As 
usual, Bournemouth fielded a side who were both extremely fit and technica lly accomplished, and 
although we battled hard and were unlucky not to be in front at the interval, in the second half we 
were outclassed and outplayed and were left \Vith a feeling of disappointment, rather than injustice, 
at the eventual 5 - 1 scoreline. Revenge, at the hands, or rather the feet. of Shaftesbury was sweet. 
but this match and 1 louse matches Lhe following day took their toll as we toiled on the Saturday to 
lose 2 - 0 to Clifton. The general feeling was that at our best we could have beaten them. but how 
many times have sports teams had to console themselves wilh such a thought? Although we were 
made to work hard for our 3 - 1 win in the final game against Bristol Cathedral School, the outcome 
never seemed to be in serious doubt to anyone except their vociferous captain. 

James Fair was a competent captain who was always ready to show his peers what he wanted 
rather than merely tell them what to do and was quite prepared, although not entirely happy, to play 
out of position at centre-back until Alistair Houldsworth had gained some experience. Alistair seemed 
to revel in his task of cutting centre-forwards down to size. Ben Lmley's request to go between the 
posts was as welcome as it was unexpected. for he acquitted himself very well. Oliver Kelly seems to 
be following in the footsteps of his brother Jeremy at full-back capable of pene1rating forays 
and heart-stopping mistakes; but if he shows next year the same improvement as Jeremy has done this 
year. I shall be quite happy. On the other Oank James Goddard was at best uncompromising. at worst 
lethal. The midfield of James Fair. Demetrios Hadjigeorgiou, Terry llall, Paddy O'Shea and latterly 
Erik Svanberg combined speed and elusiveness from Terry and Paddy. with tenacity and power from 
James and Dim and a lesson in ball-eontrol from Erik. Angus Holbrook never seemed to be in full 
control of the ball, but got it past defences too often for luck alone to be responsible for its being 
there. Paul Goode showed that no defence likes a forward who runs directly at them with a ball which 
he is capable of striking very hard. 

And what of the 2nd XI? They ran true to form. As in the last few years the ball spent a good 
deal of time in the net at both ends. Win or lose, they intended, quite rightly , to enjoy themselves, 
but their successors must realize that this is not to be done at the expense of others. The experienced 
Upper Sixth Formers should show their younger team-mates that the enjoymen t comes from the 
football alone. It is to be hoped that the eagerness to play and to improve their game which was 
shown by the Lower Sixth Fom1ers in the 2nd XI this year - Taylor, Ward , Simmons, Figgis. Brock, 
White, Knaprnan - will continue next year , whether or not they make the Firsts. Tony Romer-Lee 
and Yo Tsukamoto shared the captaincy of the side and discharged themselves adequately of their 
responsibilities. 

Thanks are due on my part to S.T. and G.T. who controlled the meh!e which took place for U1e 
also-played on a games afternoon: to M .L.M. for arranging fixtures, liaising and refereeing, and fmally 
to .W.L. for encouraging, coaching, refereeing and not least for providing the 1st XI with a sub
stantially closer view of the fauna and Oora of the Dorset hedgerows that we had previously experienced . 
I hadn ·t realized that it's called the Loony van after the driver! 

D.B.C. 
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Squash 

If only we had practiced a Little more at playing the ball tightly down the wall; if only we had 
managed lo [md the comers as often as the opposition; if only we had played less mid<ourt squash; 
if only ... This season was very much the season of what might have been for the 1st V and yet 
there is much in which to find consolation. For the first time in a number of years the Senior V did 
not have to include boys from the Colts and for many of the matches the unusual problem of selection 
and team order had to be faced. This left the Colts side undisturbed fo r virtually every game and 
every credit must be given to them for an excellent season. One is tempted to write that this augurs 
well for the future but prophecy must be tinged with hope: the hope that some of the more talented 
players will continue to improve their court skills and not be dismayed at the prospect of routine 
practices. Squash at Sherborne should improve but so much depends on the qualities of leadership 
from the Senior players and the stimulus they give to the Colts. But enough of this philosophizing. 

The season began well for the 1st V with victories over Milton Abbey and Clifton, and it seemed as 
though we would be able to manage temporarily without the skills of James Fussell who had gone 
to Austria for four weeks. James Rapson asserted himself as the obvious choice for the number one 
string and played a memorable match against the Merriott S.R.C. number one, losing narrowly in 
the fifth game . Had he won this the match would have been tied. If only ... The man of the season, 
however, was undoubtedly Tim Walton who played in ten of the matches and won eight times. Tltis 
is a remarkable ach ievement in itself but made aJl the more so in that he played on ly occasionally 
for the Senior V last seaso n. The Bramble brothers, Richard and William, and Jerry Pickles all played 
with commendable ardour but never found a consistency that was to secure them regular victories. 
Ali have their respective strengths but must learn to have greater control of the ball if they are to 
achieve success. Richard, who is the only one who is returning next tenn, should achieve this. With 
practice at digging the ball out of the corners he should add a new dimension to his game that will 
prove difficult to overcome. One is certainly looking to the time when whitewashes by Blundell 's, 
Marlborough and Millfield at this level wiJI be a thing of the past. With three boys from the Lower 
Sixth remaining to compete another time. three boys with undoubted skill. one can only be confident. 

And what of the Colts? Their's is certainly the glory of this squash season with only twelve strings 
lost out of a total of forty-eight. Particular memion must surely be made of their victories over 
Millfield and Marlborough and the fact that they lost only one of their school matches. It is partic
ularly cheering to note the advent of such talented third -fonners as Tom Batchelar and the eagerness 
of Jess notable but equally emhusiasti.c boys such as Tim Blackburn and Charles Clarke. Some of the 
younger boys have a lot to learn but one can be confident that the experience of playing in matches 
against unknown opposition wilJ have played its part. Success on a team level cannot, however, be 
the product of unbridled cmhusiasm: the secret must surely be the more solid foundations around 
which it is built. In this respect the role of the relatively old, old-hands was paramount. James Heywood, 
Ben Funnell and Clive Wood achieved a consistency of stroke-play throughou t the season that was 
most gratifying. Both Ben and Clive need to develop a Little more power in some of their shots but 
one must hope that they will no t forget the important lesson that they can still win matches without 
bursting the ball. 

Finally. U1anks must be given to Robby Dunster, the professional coach, for providing the brains 
behind the organisation. and to James Fussell for his captaincy. one of this would however, have 
worked anything like as efficiently without Jerry PickJes's magnificent period of inter-regnum and 
A.G. F .F .'s advice aJ1d care of the Colts. 

Colours were awarded 10: J . Rapson. T. Walton. R. Bramble 
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Results: House Matches - Senior: Wallace House 
Junior: School House 

Macintosh Trophy: J. Rapson 

1st V: 

Milton Abbey 
Clifton 
Merriott S.R.C . 
Blundell's 
King's Bruton 
Mill field 
King's Taunton 
M.J.C.'s V 
Marlborough 
Pilgrims 
Winchester 
Dorchester S.R.C. 
Can ford 

Colts V: 

Milton Abbey 
Clifton 
Blundell 's U .16 
Blundell 's U .15 
King's Bruton 
Mill field 
King's Taunton 
Marlborough 
Winchester 
Do rchester S.R.C. 
Can fo rd 
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w 5 - 0 
w 3 - 2 
L 2 - 6 
L 0 - 5 
w 3 - 2 
L 0 - 5 
L 1 - 4 
L I - 4 
L 0 - 5 
L 2 - 3 

Cancelled 
w 3 - 2 
L I - 4 

w 
w 
L 
L 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 

5 - 0 
4 - 1 
0 - 5 
0 - 5 
5 - 0 
3 - 2 
4 - 1 
4 - l 
3 - 0 
5 - 0 
3 - 2 

R.A.C. 



Fives 

This was a successful term for the Fives team, ably and enthusiastically led by Nick Parfitt . Victories 
were gained over Clifton , Colstons, Winchester, Southampton and Exeter UniversWes. The Club 
sides were all too strong. but good contests were had especially against the Pilgrims and the FRA. It 
was a shame Lhat Lhe matches with Marlborough, Bristol Grammar School and UCSOB were cancelled 
for various reasons. 

The squad of ick Parfilt , Steve Martin, James Fussell, Ian Groom, Rupert Peam1an and Jason 
Pearce all practised and played with great enthusiasm and guts, which made up for a lack of skill. 
This is improving all the time and bodes well for the next year with four of them back again. 

The Coles had a successful season, improving all the time with the Rowland brothers, Rowe, 
Stock, Reid, Colville all playing their parts. This will give us good strength in depth next year, as there 
is a fourth form nucleus on which to build . 

The mosL encouraging aspect is the number of people playing the game. This is growing all the 
time and on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays all the courts are being used for the whole afternoon. 
Sherborne is becoming a very popular venue for Fives, where championships are held. I hope that 
with the newly noored courts - thanks to the Bursar! - this will continue to flourish in the future. 
My thanks to A.I-I . and D.P.K.C. for aU their hard work with playing, coaching and socialising. A.I-I. 
will be greatly missed when he moves to the BBC. I hope that he will give Fives some time on the 
air! 

One final Lhought; how about an improvement on the world record se t up by Nick Parfitt and 
Julian M acDonnell - 31 hours to beat as well as a place in the Guin ness Book of Records! My thanks 
to them and. at the moment of writing, the sum collected stands at over £600. The cutting from the 
local paper says it all. 



Fencing, 84/85 

Fencing is a minor sport at Sherborne, and to a large extent it relies upon boys' enthusiasm and 
commitment. This year's matches have shown that their commitment is still undiminished. 

The most memorable match of the year was that against Clifton College - Carl Chang, the dancing 
master, flung himself at the opponents, nea~y bouncing in and out of range and delivering numerous 
fl~che attacks (a sort of mad scampering charge that often takes the attacker thundering past his 
opponent). Robert Lowry also proved his worth both in foil and eptfo. ot only did the 1st team win 
but so did the 2nd's and 3rd's, all three losing very few buts. 

Clifton was not the only school to be beaten convincingly. King's Bruton and Leweston also fell, 
with the help of Andrew Fyfe and Peter Woodburn. Carl Chang had retired as captain at the end of 
the Michaelmas Term and the task had been left to Charles Hoffman to try and follow his footsteps. 

ot only was there Fencing in term time, but also in the Easter holidays. Sherborne had entered 
some of its fencers for the Public Schools Championships at Crystal Palace. The competition was 
tough with many other schools having a lot more experience, and in some cases much older. Three of 
our foilists were beaten arter the first round, but once again Robert Lowry proved himself, getting 
through to the second round. 

Finally. our thanks must go to James Pearce , our fencing coach, and to Mr. Venables for their help 
and dedication to the sport. We look foiward to next term's fencing wi th many more diffi_cul t 
matches to win . 
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School House 

-Well, Johnny, what did happen last term? 
- Well, Andy, I think we've got to start with the house art exhibition. 
- Yes, I think we probably have. It was, after all, the very first public exhibition by a house in the 

school. 
- Yep , Hal's art exhibition was outshone only by the exhibition And.rew Porter made of himself 

in the house play. 
- 'Accidental Death of an Anarchist' by Dario Fo , you mean? 
- The very one. It was an excellent play (even if slightly late in appearing) and it was very sad that 

not very many people tu med up to see it . 
- I thought Jason Lewis was particularly good; excellent in fact. 
- He did have a big part, didn't he? 
- Very amusing; which reminds me -have you seen the housemaster's gorgeous new space mobile 

with its transverse mounted engine? 
- ls that the one William Payne was found driving at th.ree in the morning? 
- No, that's the one parked outside the Fives court where Julian MacDonnell had his money-raising, 

record-breaking, Fives-playing marathon. 
- That raised £1000, did it not - for the Lent Appeal? An amazing effort. 
- l think so. Rick Bower ... 
- Rest in peace. 
- ... was going to do a money raising marathon run: he did two full practice runs, but he didn't come 

back for the real thing. 
- 1 was very sorry to see him go . 
- We all were ... 
- Anyway , what else happened last term? 
- The mock exams? 
- Yes, well, I think we've said enough now. Who's going to be head of house next tenn? 
- Andrew Porter. 
- Good luck to him. TAPS! 

(Overheard in the shower room) 

Abbey 

OWind 
if Winter comes, can Spring be far behind 

It was that kind of optimism that one could see in the house at the beginning of term, despite the 
crisp, even layer of snow threatening to remain with us until mid-March. And , of course, it was justified 
- countless people had obtained Oxbridge places, we provided the captains for the two major sports 
- Hockey and FootbaU ... and Charles Rix was proudly sporting his new tie, that visa to Sherborne 
pubs. 

Actually, apart from a fine money -raising run-swim by Nicholas Macpherson and Toby Chapman 
for Cancer Research, and a tremendous second-place by Rupert Waters in the house cross-country -
he also got to the nationals- the weather accounted for much of the first half of tenn's activity, 
although not for Rupert Youngman's refusal to get out of bed. But on February 14th a certain 
birthday present for Jeremy Kelly caused rather inflated anger in the higher ranks, whilst half-tem1 
really arrived with a bang when someone forgot to do his tea-Outy. 

The second half of tenn was devoted to winning cups. English prizes - in particular I would like 
to commend Alex Smith's wi11 in the poetry competition - and consolidating the gains made in the 
mocks. Also Robert Pa.rry-Jones was given a national trial for rugby and Tom Ainger auditioned for 
the N.Y.O. Meanwhile, the six.a-side team scored a last-minute clincher against School House, and the 
Junior Fives team maintained our trad ition of excelling in UUs sport. And at last, foo tball achieved 
respectability in the school, as Abbey House won the cup. Reports that Mr. Knott was 'sick as a 
parrot' were, however , inaccurate. 

The end of term went exceptionaUy smoothly, since half the house was away on Geography field 
trips and Oxford Hockey festivals . This included James Pittman, our Head of House, who did a grand 
job, despite his Gregorian problems. Perhaps a more conservative influence was needed. 'Where are 
the songs of Spring?' They're in this text. 

J. D. Fair 
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The Green 

Compared to the Michaelmas term, with house efforts concentrated at the rugby finals (picture 
the entire house crowded along the touch lines screaming for blood), the Lent tenn is pretty quiet 
as far as house drives are concerned. However, unlike the Michaelmas term when everything seems to 
revolve around the game with the odd-shaped baJI, the Lent term does seem to provide more oppor
tunity for individual pursuit in a wide variety of sport, academic work and perhaps vice. 

We were more or less united as a house in the cross-country just before half-term. Harold Paul 
captained the house as a whole. selecting two teams of mixed abilities and enthusiasms; it was these 
teams (believe it or not) who were blocked only by Lyon I-louse in their striding towards the cups. 
Andrew Barrett made us imagine how he must spend his time on the Yorkshire moors by reaching a 
rather high position in the Junior race. while Nick Peters had an excellent run in the Seniors con
sidering how Little training he had done: he came in the top ten. We wonder how he did it ... perhaps 
there was some driving influence behind it? Anyhow, he promptly went down with the 'Ou bug 
which threatened to ravage the house during the term. Charles Boulton epitomised the masochism 
demanded by the sport by reaching the nationals. 

A few heads were raised with interest during the house six-a-side hockey, in which we did okay 
(yah!), but perhaps the absence of the house hockey matches meant that the game was eclipsed by 
other events in the term. The efforts of the house in the Lent term are really dispersed over numerous 
activities such as sevens, cross-country, basketbaD , soccer, ... orienteering (l' rn saying that no matter 
what some people in the house might think) ... and yes (all right) hockey. 

The addition of an 'On-Ofr switch on the telephone (to stop it ringing in hall-time) has brought 
about little reaction: people simply forget to turn the 'phone off at the beginning of haJJ anyway ... 
and it stiU does not stop certain people who shaJl remain nameless from speaking down the apparatus 
for record lengths of time. 

Something which would have got the house working as a whole was the school's Lent project; but 
this clashes with our own committment to 'Action Aid' - a three year plan to support a school in 
India - and there are fears that the fund -raising for the Lent project might have depleted charitable 
resources (within the house or elsewhere) significantly before our major effort really gets under way 
in the summer. This anxiety did little to blunt individual effort. however: Nick Parfitt broke the 
world record for consecutive hours of fives playing. He went on for well over tltirty hours with 
Julian MacDonnell of School house. Bill Cobden did a bit of interior decorating on the private side of 
the house, being sponsored for it. and there were various other means of scraping up cash executed 
... let's keep the ideas corning! 

I won't go on about the social life of The Green - it thrives on both sides of the rules, but we do 
not feel the need to blow our trumpets about it. 

A real blow occurred when a well-liked member of the house left us not long before half-term: 
Johnny Timmis, with his unrestrained but harmless sense of humour. is gone. We do see both sides 
of the coin, but Johnny will be missed. 

Finally, why was that person from Abbey Head of School? The Green have not provided one 
since Paddy Plew man in Michaelmas '84 .. . are we going to allow our tradition of supplying a steady 
stream of leaders disappear? 1 say, buck up, chaps! 

Mike Rapport 
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Harper 

Once again it has been bequeathed upon me to deliver the goods in all their latent potential. 
This time I shall try to make them as feasible as possible. Yes, it was a good tenn; yes, we did share a 
peaceful community spirit; no, nothing interesting happened whatsoever. However , as summaries 
demand a more furnished product, I shall enlighten you further. 

Academically it can be said that the House had been done a good turn. Andrew Ostler of the third 
form clocked up 9 'A's in one order ,and when he marched,suited and cleanshaven, to Mr.Macnaghten's 
office, it was to collect three star prizes. The same can be said for the year, the lower school and the 
house in general. 

In sport we failed to meet the Himalayan heights of the previous term. Hockey is evidently not 
our game - the fmer points of it being out of reach of us, our tough brutish Rugby instincts and 
robust builds. The only exception to this was Chris Davis, who dribbled his way through four under 
16's matches until thwarted by a powerful Abbey House in the finals. It must be something to do 
with his build. Our beloved Fives Cup was snatched by Abbeylands in the Juniors, but there was no 
trouble in the Seniors. Our cross~ountry team, it appeared, had enormous potential but a severe lack 
of legs. We came fourth but it was made clear we could have done better. 

So, the necessities being completed, l shall now turn my attentions to such matters as House Spirit. 
Of the three terms in the year, Lent is the hardest to write about because the unspoken rule is that 
NOTHING EVER HAPPENS. However, it can be said tl13t a term's success could be measured by the 
attitudes and actions of the members of U1e House. If such is the case then the term was a success 
because we looked at things with optimistic eyes, and above all took what was thrown at us with 
good humour. This essential ingredient stands out above academic and sporting achievements, and is 
the real measure of a good house. 

H. MacKay 

Wallace 

Last term dawned, and Wallace. as if from a chrysalis, awoke to send her legions forth, carrying 
U1eir battered banner in to every field of endeavour ... 

Many aspired if some rather briefly to the highest sporting honours. Soccer saw Ben Figgis and 
Jason Orth appear in the 1st XI. Ln hockey, Justin Thomson-Glover appeared in the !st xr, Ed 
Siegle and Grant Maclean in the Colts A and James Alexander as Captain of the Junior Colts A. 
Both Justin and James Rapson played for the 1st Squash team, and the latter won t11e Senior Squash 
Cup to add to our already glittering aJTay. In Fives we kindly ceded our title to Harper in the final 
and the School Cross-Country was nothing if not dominated by Reggie Cummins coming in sixth in 
the Junior event. 

Culturally, the house play was not as successful as it should have been - owing to the fact that 
there wasn 't one, but the house concert was again a success - with the school debut of the Voodoo 
Blues. 

Finally, we regret the passing of Chris Pomeroy and his degenerate Sunday afternoon sessions, 
but welcome Justin Th omson-Glover (and his habits) as Head of House. Apologies to all those not 
mentioned but who kept their hands and minds equally busy. 
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Abbey lands 

Although the malaise that is peculiar to the Lent term seemed occasionally to seep into the house, 
when we weren't ill we ran, kicked and bullied our way out of the House cross country, soccer and 
hockey matches respectively. But at School level Paul Goode and Alistair Houldsworth played for the 
1st XI Soccer, and the Abbeylands house team, in step with the Prime Minister's economic policies 
was privatised and became the School's 3rd XI. At regional level Rufus Edwards was selected for the 
combined schools rugby tour of Bordeaux; at international level Dom Stober and Charles Yorke-Miller 
returned from Spain and France. 

Five members of the house succeeded in the Oxbridge Stakes; Chris Brock was awarded an exhibition 
in Greats at Oxford, Ian Sewell, Duncan Donner and Mark Lordon won glittering prizes and Steve 
BaJI is still wavering between reading Chinese at Camblidge or Reeds. 

Despite the fact that the 'Pole Hole' has been annexed by the house, the House Concert (no 
imported talent for us) was held at the New Music School and at the Alms House. With more music 
scholars per capita than anywhere else, it is not surprising that these Shelley babies had the Alms 
I-louse residents on their feet in a knees up, especially when Humphrey Couchman and John Den.nison 
worked their way through a selection of George Formby favourites. 

The Lent term was the last chance for our UVI and Fifth forms, having matured like a cheap wine 
for two years, to prepare themselves for the summer exam tasting, sour grapes and al l. Good luck to 
them. Although there was sickness, dampness and cold we had a great term. What more can you say 
when even the Housemaster's anti-freeze won't dissolve your hair style?! 

Lyon 

In recent years, the Lent term has been the term during which Lyon has had the greatest sporting 
success, and this was no exception. Jon White and Jerry Milne both made appearances for the first 
eleven hockey team, but not even they could stop the house from going out at the 'round Robin' 
stage of the Six.a-side tournament. On a happier note. however. the under fifteen team won their 
competition, bea ting Westcott 3 - 2 in the final, despite having to come from 2 - 0 behind. 

It was in the house cross-country, however, that Lyon really came into its own, winning both the 
Senior and Junior cups. The senior cup was won easily, with Steve Nicholson (the winner), Guy Dru 
Drury (the runner-up) and Jon White all finishing in the top five. The Junior competition was much 
closer, a margin of only 7 places, with only Richard Springfield finishing in the top ten, but the 
efforts of the less naturally.talented pulled them through. 

Despite the fact that Lyon had two players in the first V Squash, Jerry Pickles and James Fussell 
(Captain), the Senior team, albeit in the latter's absence, lost in the first round. The juniors fared only 
slightly better, reaching the semi-finals before they too were beaten , as were the Fives team. In the 
individual competitions, however, James FusseU was runner-up in the Squash and won the Richard 
Green Fives Trophy. 

Yet another cup was placed on an unusually crowded mantlepiece when Richard Bridge joined 
forces with Adam Meredith-Jones to win the inter-house shooting competition. 

Congratulations must also be extended to Steven 1icholson for gaining a Royal Marine Scholarship, 
and for being selected to go on a fortnight's training course in Sweden with the British Junior Orien
teering squad. 
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This year's house play was Georges Feydeau's 'Cat Among the Pigeons', which appeared to go 
down well with the audiences, despite a couple of near-Oisasters: when a vital wardrobe gave up the 
ghost at the last minute; and when someone walked straight through a locked door (don't worry. 
Charles!). Many thanks to Mr. Schutzer-Weissmann for giving up his time to direct it, and to the 
unseen back-stage people who built the set and put up the scaffolding. 

The house play, however, was not the only dramatic event in which the house had an interest: 
Jess McAree directed a very successful production of 'Tons of Money', and it is to be hoped that 
its success will encourage others to do likewise. 

Part of the house's fund-raising activities for St. Bartholome•.•1's (the School's Lenten project) 
was a jumble sale, into which many members of the house put some effort, either distributing leanets 
or collecting jumble. TI1e amount raised was worthy of the effort George Hobbs had put into organising 
it, with the final total being.£250. 

On the academic side, Andr6 Fisher , Charles Crookshank and Richard Bridge all received good 
news from Oxbridge; congratulations to them, and commiserations to all the others who tried. 

Musically , the house has a healthy representation in both the choir and the orchestra, while 
individually, and in the Chamber orchestra, Charles Conway plays his many instruments with no lit tJe 
skill. 

Finally, I would like to reiterate what Guy Dru Drury said in the last house report: there are 
plenty of ways of putting a lot into the house other than by being good at the major sports of hockey, 
rugby and cricket. 

N. Nisbet 

Westcott 

. Eternally affable and dependable, Fred Foreman had little to worry about this term. Any potential 
challenge from William Bramble was unfortunately, but effectively, aborted. There were no major 
incidents or accidents, and not one expulsion. We did not win the Hockey. the Football or the Shooting 
Finals and the end of term saw neither photographic nor art ex hibi tions. However, wed id put on the 
immensely popular performance of'Zigger Zagger', undertaken with endless ent husiasm and a certain 
amou nt of skill. Westco tt also had a young representative, namely Fergus Millar , at the Oxford Hockey 
Festival. We welcomed the many inevitable female visitors with open arms. They seem to be drawn by 
a form of animal magnetism which we exude. Sadly, we waved farewell to Matron after many years of 
selfless and dedicated service. 

Just because we did not flaunt ou r numberless attributes, don' t assume that we are apathetic. 
We are not. But even a House as outstanding as Westcott cannot amuse and amaze the world with its 
witty exploits and dazzling successes every day of the week. We are not dead, we have not faded 
away, we are simply dormant, mustering our energy for a stunning summer. There is no lack of 
character in the house, and an abundance of academic, sporting, artistic and musical skill in every year. 
The fruits of these labours will be reaped and displayed at Commem. 

Piers Zvegintzov 
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The Digby 

Down the Digby end of Sherborne life continues to slowly saunter past. Rupert Farquharson sadly 
left for the coveted demesne of Cutlers under Mr. Danes, and his good services were replaced by those 
of his heir, Nick Tucker: we wish him luck in his difficult but reasonably enviable lot. Much to the 
surprise of a number of the house, the whole Lower Sixth were entrusted with the keeping of law 
and order during lhe Dayroom halls, this summer. to accelerate the work rate of our A-level candidates. 
Let's hope the sacrifice proves worthwhile . Three new boys arrived to swell the depleted fo rces in 
the Junior Dayroom and one ostensibly to do the same for the studies. We welcome Tim Tan,Ai-Vym 
Chin, Louis de Pelet and Sikander Thapa; candidates bearing simple British surnames may still apply 
for admission, it is to be noted . 

School Hockey and Soccer teams were well represented by various of the more sporting Digby 
personalities. The fourth and fifth Hockey elevens were made up of prime members, as well as of 
other lesser beings. Enthusiasm for the plebian sport unfortunately appears to have gained ground -
both Karl Taylor and Giles Pilbrow played for the first eleven Soccer. Greg Knott, in the second eleven 
Hockey, seemed to combine duty with pleasure. 

Trial 0 and A level exams disappointed some, but happily went well for most. James Harris gained 
a distinction on the house's and his behalf, by his winning the Francis lies essay competition. Unfor
tunately, the house shooting team fa iled to clinch the inter-house shoo ting competition. Next year 
it is planned to arrange simple lessons in how to correct the sights towards, rather than away from, 
the target. 

Our housemaster suffered (poor soul) a bereavement after Christmas, upon the tragic death of his 
beloved gander, who kicked it on the operating table. However, ill-Oisguised delight, relief and mirth 
were the house's reaction to the appalling news. It now proves possible to enter the house legitimately 
through the garden door. once more, without fear of pursuance, through ground floor windows, by 
the enemy. 
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And now a message from our sponsor ... 

Lines found on the Bursary Computer 

The Bursar and the Chief conversed wh ile wa lking sid e by side, 
When suddenly with anguished cry - 'Oh Ch ie f! ' th e Bursar cried -
'School bill s must be computerised; it cannot be denied .' 

'We really must be seen to use technology's latest skills. 
ew Systems are essential: they're not just extra frills, 

Just think of all the time we'd save in adding up School bills.' 

'Order one,' replied the Chief. 'Say it's at my behest. 
But I do hope you 'II never have to put it to the test 
Of all Sherborne parents who might think their maths is best.' 
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